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ABSTRACT _; .'!-'' 
' ' . T'. s. Eliot's works·have been criticized! as auto-
biogr~phical. ·on the contrary, he is part of the 
Southern Renaissance which was interested in man azi.d 
1 the social scene. Most of his poems and plays in fact 
deal with society and, man• a a .. djustment to the changing 
scene. 
In this regard Eliot• ·s main topi e.'. 1 s·· man' &'. de-
i... ..... ,,. ....... . 
generation in a disintegrating world. He desQri"t?~s. ___________ , _ ...---·--.. ·-~ 
... .. - .. -- i.4--· - . . ' .. ----·-·~ --- .. -- ~ ·---··- __ ;,-. ;. -- '-• .... - . -· .' .. ··-· . Jf/" 
socie·ty•s~. ills, namely, immorality, apathy, and a·lack 
of faith in self, man, and Gt>dl. These flaws are illus--
tra ted in specific characters in the poems~·. The prob-
lems: Eliot underlines result from nostwar confusion 
.... 
when man was- made ins ..ecure by the destruction around 
him. Unsure:: of the duration of his life, he puts his 
faith in the present, neglectful of the consequences 
of hia, actions: .• 
Eliot points to man as dislocated, alienated, and 
petrified. The obvious cure from the Christian point 
of view is~renewal of faith in God through the church 
and reliance on the Word. ,But in,'a scientific age the 
tendency'was to rely on the actual and concrete. Be-
cause God is inconceivable, he is supersedefr by occult 
arts::, such as palmistry, and divination by cards. The· 
church is ignored· as a s.olace flor spiritual ills·, and 
formal worship ancf religious: aotivi tie:s, are out of date. 
As~! a direct ·conseq"uence the family which is a microcosm 
of the church community is disintegrating. 
"( ::, 
. 
-
- •" _-' - .. T - , 
.. ·, .... ·-··-----·- _:·. --.· .. ·· - ··. '" ... ~~-~ _ _!_ ___________ ·· - · -···Man 11s ·· sin· 8.lld · _indifference .·are·. puri:t shed _wi,th .-a .,. __ • - ••-• - - -• • ~,J .: : •-•; ~"7'.~-"c• • • > -
·.•· ·. 
l " ,ti, 
• ) . disordered life and social disintegration. His s-piritual. 
impoten9e has r~sulted in sterility .described meta-
phorically in terms of deserts and thirst. It i& a 
state of living death which a.an only' be alleviated~ by 
l 
; ' ........ ., .. ,J, 
... ,_[ · .. · 
• , ~· •, •u. 
I 
•-· 
:, ,. 
' :;, 
.. 
·rebirth through ·Christ or a new life style. 
. ' 
There are people whose charac·ters are the anti'the-
sis of .that of· ruined man. The wholesome quali tie:s:., 
love, hope,· faith, charity, and enthusiasm for life, 
bring them the reward: of happiness and a good- life. 
Some: achieve satisfaction from involvement in the prob~ 
lems~: of less fortunate people. These characters:. pre-
sent examples, of what man shouldi strive:: to become. In .. 
presenting two views of man, Eliot gives an accurate 
--·-·---·····---·-=~~:.,---~:, ____ : _______ -... po.rtray.al of the world. which has both· good and evil •.. __ 
.. ·,. 
;.,f 
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INTRODUCTIOlf. 
This paper arises from two convictions:" the first· 
that T·. S. Eliot is~:. a social cri tie whose. theme ia a 
disintegrating soci~ty; the second, that the-corpus of 
his work is.; not autobiographical. 
' . . 
T·. S. E~liot is) a controversial figlire who presents 
a dilemma to ori ties. Some c·ri ticism of his-: work ap-. 
·· · ·pears~ to lead toward ·."what I choose to call psychological 
. 
criticism. The psychological critics _see the story of' 
T. S. Eliot's life in his poem~ and plays, which they 
claim reflect his frustration and -depression during _the. 
troubled periods ·of hiB3life and his relative optimism 
during the happier periods. 
I prefer to see ~\him as a social critic whos.e topics. 
I 
are a disintegrating society, and the plight of man in 
such a society. My view of E1iot as a social critic 
arises from evidence about his temperament. It appears: 
· that he was not a man who showed his feelings in public •. 
Robert Sencourt, an Eliot biographer, says he became a 
close friend of Eliot and noted the presence in his 
character of 
the psychological idiosyncrasy which 
always tried to keep his private life 
from _the.: knowledge of other people (that] was_ as strong when he was ap-
proaching the age of seventy as when 
'~. he was an undergraduate at Harvard • 
., ' ... , .. ·. :. . ... ai~ first :marriage· ,was-:· a se,e)ret; his 
· · ·- -· ...... -.... -----.--, ·:_····· · . --.·-~----.. ·--·- ·· ·baptism took place behind: 1ocked1 doors; 
and now, having kept secret his pre-
..... 
. ./' _.: .-... 
. ' 
-____________ -~- _ _ _parations .. ; for ~is second marriage, . h~ 
- - - - - - ' ,- - ---- . ----
--- ·~~--~-~-. -~. -, -~ ·- · · ·· - , did everything poss·ible to withhold it 
3 
j , • 
. (". .. 
,_.,. .. 
. ,-- . 
I 
l ' ... , 
" 
·, 
. ,--·,· 
., 
from publi~ knowledge: if he 
have the doors of the church 
he a_t least arranged for the 
to be before daylight and in 
fami.liar churoh.l · 
could; not 
locked, 
• service 
an un-
Inr.cy opinion, a man noted for keeping his private life 
from the_. public~ eyej is not likely to publish his auto-
' 
' biography in poetic and dramatic .. · form for the. public 
to read. 
- Herbert.Read r~ports that Eliot sai~ in one of his 
celebrated aphorisms, that 11the.- man who feels- deeply 
I 
experiences the need to hide his feelings.• 2 This, 
could not be, therefore a man who wae:i likely to display 
his 1 life to the public:~ eye .• 
The situation in the U. s. A. that probably gave 
risa to Eliot's social criticism was as follows: The 
United States- of ·the 1920's was devoted to material 
things.:. Commercial and industrial preoccupations were:: 
causing religious considerations,. to be ignored. Man, 
w~o was:. ignoring his moral obligations; to society and 
his own ·Spiritual welfare, v1as·, losing contact _with· tha. 
I 
natural world. and with esthetic.'. and religious reality·~ 
The religious impulse was becoming impotent. Man was 
being brutalized by the machine age; the~ era of 
spiritual insights was over and dehumanization was the 
result. Humanistic values were disappearing, and men 
were living like automatonet, unaware. of· their insuf-
fioienoy. Such concepts and practices as family'life, 
hospi ~ali ty, _ ,sympathy and social exchanges~ were:: dis.~ 
; . 
. appearing,. and the, poverty. of the,~contemporary· ap~}i t_ -~- __ .,·:·~---- .... · 
·_ was·. obvious in the rapid tempo of-' industrial life. : . ·: 
- - - -· ·- -·- - . ------ ---- --- ------- - . - - -- - - - - -~ ------------·- --- -------· - --·---·--· -
I -
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The poem~ deal -with the -following: observations. of 
everyday life, pessimism ab<?u.t,. corruption in a world 
fo-r which there is no hope, a religious. awakening, and 
the poss~bility of spiritual rebirth which will help 
man function successfully in the everyday world. 
':. 
. 
are sordid image,a of oi ty life, full of horror as 
of a stultifying world~. The · .. typical urban people 
defeated, living without c.omplaining, resolutely 
There 
part 
·awaiting, a change- in their painful, monotonous; exis·-
. 
. 
· - tence. But Eliot's major t·opic is society's: ills., il-
lustrated through specifier characters-. ,-
, 
He indicates_: tr1e route. that should~ be taken to 
ameliorate the human condition: the individual mus·.t 
experiene~ renewal of faith through religion. He will 
then achieve peace of mind1 , full consciousness, the 
fullness of being, and aceeptan~, of seJ.ff· and the world. 
EJ.iot' s, approach is·, through characters; that represent 
all men s·een against the background of t,ventieth cen-
tury postwar confusion. Man's moral and spiritual 
s_tlru.ggle,s~: as, we.11 as his impotence and negative rea-
ponse to life are exposed. Man is portrayed at all 
levels.~ of society, and this.: uni versaliz.:ee~ the .. social 
acene;. 
EJ.iot ·satirizes·'. the.: s.tate of the church, laok of .. 
interest in formal worship, materialism in the church, 
an~ pervers.ions of religiou-s worship. The~ _l._~tter. phras.e 
·, . 
includes·:; excursions; into the; ocoul t, astrology, and~ 
worship of '''other gods!•· in preference to Christianity. · 
The idea im: that tha Qonerete~ and'. comprehensible are. 
. 
. - . . 
, . 
,, ... ,· ... , ........ _ .. ;:_~<~·-,··--·-:-·"·'"' ... -~·~--- .. more.: C.redible· ·to· the. twentieth -·century WOfld·. than th&.l 
abstract and incomprehensible .. :. Spiritual _paralysis~ 
. ;· 
,a:: 
~-\ 
---· ---------·-.. ----~---. ·- . -·· ... -... . . - . __._. 
... -! --· 
/ 
prevents the faithful from realizing that the:: church is. ·s-, 
the. hope- for faller+ man. 
··i}: . 
. ~. 
Eliot' e· '0religious1• poema indicate his approval 
of the preservation~1 of church buildings· whioh are necea-
B:ary for the .. flourishing o:f the spiritual church. He.· 
urges.-· respect for prof eesional churchmen because they 
are: responsible for the spiritual and physic.al church. 
These chur~h officers; influence. the atti tud.es of· the: 
family and the: c.ommuni ty to re:ligion:. Acoo~rdihg· to 
Eliot, lack of religion: in people's lives produces 
disordered:, insecure lives: .• 
The poems describe God's vengeance on the sinful 
and recommend.-; a call to repentance. To repent means-· 
to develop a new philosophy., of· religion and enter into 
active church membership. BUt there_: is~ an alternative; 
tq the: Christian way for alienated man; it is the 
,,, 
mystic way of St John of the, c·ros:s:, whose:: ladder off· 
ascent leads: to union with Christ. The.ascent nrooeeds 
.I. 
along etage.e2. of spiritual growth from awareness of .sin'. 
and misery to purifiaation and: peac.e ..• 
Eliot's:.: description of man in a disintegrating 
society is~:- in terms:; of sin, repentance, and salvation. 
This follows the plan o_f Dante:' s _Hell, Purgatory, and 
__ Paradise;... Eliot's-:_ Hell is man's dislocated state, · hie; 
misery, and lack of fulfillment. In the Purgatorial 
. stage he become~sJ aware of_ .his sin and turner· to religion 
as. the panacea for hia problems:;. Paradise or· salvation 
comes thr()Ugh two waya--asceticism, or adjustment t:o 
. ,r everyday life. <J 
. ) . 
:-~ .. 
---- - .... ·-.:~ft.: .... : .. _ ... :: ...... --~--: .. ·- .... : ... ____ r::_ . ./~ .... . .. .:.t-. . . .,,: ____ .,..-· ,\. ~ . , . ,j; . __ ·,., ·• • I "' XJII , • ... •<'! ' • • ' The: plays:- embrace· contemporary t·op1:c~·-·aiiso-6I'a:te(i;··'\· ·-A"'·-··; --~;·;.· .. ~~--~.-:: ......•.. 
w,i th -family life and the business world(:.' re.:lationshipe; _ 
_ .. ____ - ----. _:: · ____ . -.. _. .. ___ , __ ,. ----~-------- ------------ -· - - -- - - . 
·o-.•I 
.. ' \ 
------ -
--- .. ' 
-- ... ~ 
--------- ., .... · 
/ 
. ., 
. .,.. 
\ '. 
······r=~-
- - -. - - - - ·- -- -
" 
' 
-------. ----- - - - ------
. ~. : 
_.,-·- ~, 
/., 
I· 
·-
between husband andl wife, children and ·parents, and 
· friends; voc~tional guidance, the. generation gap- and 
personal _adjustment. They are linked with the prob-
lems·: in the · poems:: lost. man searah4ng for his.· place in 
society, man's alienation from himself and his fellow 
man, the futility in existence, human failings and 
· succe .. ss-e.s. 
, ,- .. . 
,. The poet's attitude does: ... not -vary in the poems=: and 
plays. He dissimulates:. sympathy" for the victims of .,a. 
society that is indiffe·rent to its state.. Hie: pro- · 
' phecies~ predict doom to man for his evil deeds, and· he:· 
a.ees man's baleful existence as punishment for sin •. 
Eliot sees: the:: need, for awareness of folly, purgation, 
' 
and1 a new attitude. The solution lies. in a new life 
s~tyle; man must return to a less civilized setting 
which permits-' leisure for meditation and right rela- · 
tions_; with other people. 
This, paper is-: conceived in accordance with the· 
. following plan: The.: Bos.ton scene featuring the everyday 
life. of the) lower, middle, and upper classes~.; the bur--
den of man's sin; the state of religion; the spiritually 
barren world~; problema in the home, family, and the 
workaday world; and a summary of the poet'·s.: comments. 
about the twentieth century. The ideas have been col-
lected from T. S. Eliot's- poems and plays:;. 
" 
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CHAPTER I 
. . : I!!. 
··"·,, 
THE.MORAL SCENE. 
" 
; 
I 
The period immediately preceding the age: .. of T. S. 
E.liot was the Georgian period;, characterized by nos~ 
talgia for the countryside.in the spring, the open road, 
and village life; whereas the poetry of the he\v school 
of Eliot ·and Pound invokes nostalgia for the crowded 
- . 
city streets'.., everyday life in bars, flats, offices, 
prostitutes, in the evening.4 Thie was on account of: 
the influence. of the Symbolist movement with which he 
c·arne -into contact during his year at the.· Sorbonne, Paris;, 
in 1910-11. 
I . ., The topic~ of Eliot• s ea.rly poems, .:·;rs the urban _en-
.... M ' 
' 
vironfflent of Bbs:to!ii with its sordidness.. There are ob-
servations:.· and images- projected on the poet• a1 mind by 
the matinal and nocturnal city scene in ttPreludes" and 
l • 
"Morning At the Win''dow. n They. are documentaries of . 
life in a baelt · street with i tfr dilapidated apartment 
buildings, the odor of cooking, and stale b'eer, the 
hang-over, soiled newspapers- littering muddy streets, 
and the morning surge to the coffee stands. 
••Preludes:"' describes; an overcrowded: apartment 
building;.the interior features smoky p~ssageways, lit-
- tered with grimy scraps and discarded newspapers. The 
-exterior has. "'broken blinds.: and chimney-pots~·· and" ndingy 
shades / In a thousand' furnished rooms. ff,~ The, occupants 
are-hard-working·men -and sloppy women. A·woma.n,. typi-
a:al of. this neighborhee·d,,. upon .wak~,ng .. , .. -... , ............. : ... ., - --· .. ·-----------~-~----··,·--· -· ---·-' 
1. ••--,( .,_··_ C' --
• 
.·. 
,. ..!lo 
'. i 
- ' _L_ , .. -
---------· 
L 
...... ..--
J . 
J' 
!.:-'.' 
a•,:::...,: ........ 
. \ ..... 
'- . 
curled the pap~rs from (her]. hair·, 
Or clas.pedl the ye:llo·w soles of feet . 
In: the palms~ of both:. soiled; hands.. (III. 13--15) 
.. 
.. 
The man is depio.ted· on his return fro,m work in the eve-
ning·, relaxing while~ smolcin;g a pipa:: that he: stuffs: vii th 
the short, square; hands of· the_:: manua.i labor.er. There •• I 
• 
is1 something. pathetic~~ in the s.cene, where the man lives 
a humdrum e·xistence;; however, he will improve his:. state· 
I , .._. . -~} 
aome:: day because. his eyes are· "~Assured of· certain cer-
----- --. -·- . tainties, n and he is:, ••;The c.onscience of a. blackened: 
s:treet.:. / Impatient:: to assume~ the world:"· (IV. 48-4·91). 
tt:·.Morning At the Window" describes the scene_ in the: 
I : crowded apartments: in the basement... Th.Et day begina. 
with the.: ••rattling breakfast. plates•· and continues: as: 
the workers rush along muddy streets). The __ : distria~t 
Eliot des;cribes:; in this. poem is. the typical abode1 off. 
the housemaids:. · The: general atmosphere::: of the run-
down dwellings: in t-his::. slum-like.-::· neighborhood· is1 des:-
pondence~~, depression, and · di sea tisfaction. Ye-it the 
poor people continue:: their life and affairs: with per-
sistence. and determination. Their lives appear empty, 
futile;, . and meaningles:ir. Like., the edges) of their· 
e.t:ree·;t," they are "trampled."' Eliot.! is aware of the 
.. damp: souls of housemaids:/ Sprouting despondently at:. 
area gateE~"; and the .. people) here have aimless smiles. 
· This is:. a ·description .. of the downtrodden poor who es-
cape notica, but who pos:-se.aa character and deserve~ 
some:- at-tention. 
Poems~ such as~ tttThe Boston Evening Tran~cript, 11· · 
--\ 
' 
- ' 
- • -. • • I" - • • . ;. ', 
'~Aunt Helen, a, ·a.nd. »?_Cousin-. Nancy, u,. qepia·;t the middle-
.-• . :, 
. 
class_.; of Boston. The·ir worldi is stultifying on accoun1i 
of· prejudicem3 of doctrine~: and social class. As: readers 
-~;· -=· 
--~·-··--·-~-~·-·;. 
·~ 
• ··-·-.I 
.•.. 
.I' 
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.. · ...... ·...-- ..... 
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<> of the same:: local newspaper, they hold identical opinions·: 
. "·The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript- / Sway in 
the wi;nd~ like a field: of ripe corn" (1-2). The: Bostonians~ 
fall into two c_ategorie:s.--those~ who live.~ a quiet life, 
an~ th~ pleasure~seekers who love entertainment. 
·The gente~ tradition is represented: by Aunt Helen 
Slings:by, late. occupant of a fashionable.: house and late·.: 
headl of a dignifie~dJ household:. Her lif01 style: is'. formal, 
and she. is: a relict: of a class: that is becoming extinct. 
Eliot s:a,tirizes. this way of life: 
Miss Helen Slingsby was my maiden aunt, 
And:: lived: in a small house near a 
fashionable) square,·: 
C-ared for by servants to the number of four. (1-3) 
It is. a world ,of hypocrisy and artificiality. The:. bene_-
ficiari es on her death are the d~ga who are handsomely 
provided for. Eliot challenges.·· the i·mportance of such a 
person, because after her deat·h everything,. func.t~ions). as 
before::. 
The modern generation is represented1 by Aunt Helen';s 
employees and Cousin Nancy. The footman and the second . 
11:ousero.aid depart from traditional form.ali ty and rigid. 
aisoiplina, anal perform independently; their· actions:, 
woul&. havGt been considere<fil. shocking to memberet of tha Bos-
ton genteel tradition: 
And. the:: footman sat upon the dining-table0 
Iiblding the eeoondt housemaid: on his knees--. 
_ .... 
........ "··'-:-~· 
,. Who had al way a; been so careful ~hile -~~-?! .. ' . ' .. ~----':.:., . ·-··· s- .•. ~. ,,' • .' ·"···--: ..... : ..... C.-; ··-·· -· .. 
~- · - ··· - ·-· .. '. . .- .•. -,-- .. _ .... ,; .. i. -· ··- .. mi stres·s~ liirad)_~-- ·( 11-13·) · · · · · · ··-~· ··· · ·· : . ·. " 
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-Nancy Ellicott_ in "'dousin · Nancy•· is far ·from the.~ 
·11 
I ... 
.r 
..... 
~ ,,.~ . ., ... ~- I 
:.~. 
-
d~licate yqung lady ·of the ·past. She strikes· out· as a· 
·Iiberatad woman, functioning outside the home, in-
dUlging in pastimes. that are. di.eapproved of· by the older 
generation. Her leisure·- pursuits: include horseback 
-~ 
· , · ~ riding, smoking, and ·modern .. dancing. She repres.ents· a. 
· chang&. in the old~worl-d styles, ~d the new mores of 
. the twentieth century: 
l\iis·e Nancy Ellicott 
Strode. across the hills and broke them, 
Rode across the hills and broke them--
The· barren New England hills-- ,.., 
· Riding to hounds 
Over the cow-pasture.~. 
Miss Nancy Ellicott smoked 
And danced all the .modern dances; 
And her aunts were not quite sure;: how 
they felt about it, -
But they··knew that it was modern. (1-10) 
~ 
. The g·enteel tradition of. Aunt Helen occurs in Nancy's.: 
aunts< who observe her behavior· in silence but are per-
,. 
plexed 'by the modern trends.. The aunts: are relicts of 
the age of-writers: "IVT_atthew and Waldo, guardians of the: 
faith, tt: of the s~trai t-laced era, disapproving thoroughly, 
of the rising generation. 
On the whola~ E~iot•~poem~ embrace the broad speor 
trum of humanity--peopla in all walks of life and in 
varioue; situations~ His. vision of huroani ty is reminis_-
. 
. 
cent of the following li~es.~- in "'Portrait of a Ladyn:,: 
You will see me· ·any morili+\g}·in the park 
.... ·······-- .. ~,----·-··· . _,_.:_~:_; _____ ",.,.~.,~-----,.·-· .. , ......... , .... ,, _________________ :,Reading the comi-ce -and the sporting- page.· -· ··-··- : ...... _}· ...... -.,·- .. ,.~. ~· .. '- .. ,: ...... : ... .:. : ..... ::·· .• ·. ;; ..... . 
I ' 
' 
' 
Particularly;· Ir: remark . _. 
An English countesa:: goes upon· the s.tage:: •. 
A. <;reek w:aa1 murdered ait Bi. Polish danca, · 
1·21 . -· ' ,.r. .•• . 
'1, 
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·Another bank def.aul ter has confessed. 
I keep my countenance.:, 
. · I remain self-possessed! . 
Except when a street· piano,_ mechanical 
and tired 
Re~i tera tes~ some.: worn-out common song 
With· the smell of hyacinths ac:coss, th& 
garden . 
Recalling things that other people hav& 
· de.sired. ( II. 31-42) 
Eliot describes:- the man who is, interested in ttthe comics"; 
• 
"the' sporting pageJ•; n·the; theate.r0 ; the vicee:\ of every-
day life such as crime, yiolenc.e and murder expressed! in 
the line "·A G·reek was_ murdered at a Polish· dance,tt- and! "a 
bank defaulter has~! confessed"; all these represent the; 
contemporary scene. These lines_ represent everyday life·-
which is sometimes pleasant and: at other times; sordid:. 
Eliot emphasizes the moral and spiritual struggles 
to which man is pron&: in: tt:The Love) Song of Ji. Alfred~ 
--- Pru.frock," ·"'Portrait of a Lady,'* "Sweeney Among the Nigh-
tingales, n n:sweeney E.rect, ": s-!'eene~ !gonistes~, · The: Was·te~: 
Land, n-The Hollow, lien, 11 and "Dans le Restaurant." These 
srtrugglea~ are seen- through the personae Pru.frock, Sweeney, 
Tiresias, Gerontion, the waiter, and the lady, who are: 
representatives of decadent Bos:ton, London, or any large 
city. Their disillu.sion is symptomatic off the: pos:twar 
era. Eliot is1! depicting c.ertain aspects·, of society by 
showing flaws in speoifi~ characters who represent man. 
Such personae: as.Prufrock, Sweeney, and the lady, 
are citizens-;. of. the contemporary W'OrlcU; they represent, 
vie& and moral· degeneracy. Prufroak iS: divided be.tv1een 
.,. 
. . - _,....,.1(-. .. ·-
- '·'' '-· -~.- ,J·'- -- ,, . . • . "-· , .• ~- . ,., - . , .• i,. .. , - . ;., ::. .-..... . ... --•--- .. -·· ---··· _.,., - ·-------·-'- ...... -. . . ···"') . .. . , - . _, . ,,. 
. · his _amorous appetite and his morals, between nature and 
------
respectability. But there are people .in the world who, 
· preferring moral rectitude, snicker at Prufrook, the in-
tellectual, middle-class. man in ""morning c9at," wi_th hi~? 
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·oollar mounting firmly to tha~ chin:," and a "necktie. 
rich and modest, asse,rted. by_ a simpl~ p:i.n," climbing the 
I 
dilapida.tedt stairway of a hous .. e in a low-cJ.ass neigh-
b.orhood:.. Prufrock' s walk is through a cheap section of' 
the town: 
through c.ertain half-deserted streets, 
The. muttering retreats 
Off restless. nights in one-night cheap hotels:. 
And. sawdust restaurants with oyster-shells~ .• ( 4-7) 
Man's preference for 
spiritual is indicated in 
frock," with its· deserted 
the sensual rather than th·e. 
, 
the sensuous images in "'Pru~ · · 
.streets:; that are deliberately 
chosen, the sugges-:ti veness of "one-night cheap hotels.·," 
the woman• s arms downed with brown hair seen in the~~ 
lamplight, the smell of perfume, the arms exposed by the 
shawl, or lying across the table. 
The epigraph of .. Portrait of a Lady" sugges~s the 
theme of the poem--a sex adventure. It states: 
Thou hast committed--
Fornication: but that was in another country, 
And besides, the wench is dead. 
THE .. JEW OF WlALTA. · ( p. 8). 
The theme is identical with Prufrock's theme, that is, 
' 
. attraction to and revulsion by iromorali ty, with the· woman 
playing the_.: role: of the immoral world and the young man, 
the· moral world, since he rejects·. the woman. There· are 
again the images of the sensuous world ,in the ... -... _ ,·;- ",-'..~.· .~ .... : .... _,.::.-:~ ., Z. '\ .,, • 
_ • :.... • • 4 , ' • -· • - ,.: • • ' - - - J 
- t -,~~- ,;, .. 
' , " • 
~ .. 
.. 
• I 
four ·wax candles in the .darkened room, , 
-Four rings of light upon the ceiling overhead, 
An atmosphere of Juliet's tomb 
··- ... _ 
Prepared for all the things to be said, or left 
unsaid. ( I, 4~7) 
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and~ .in the intimate Chopin music, t·he vi.olin music, ·the· 
odor of lilacs, April sunsets:, and Paris .. ·,in the spring. 
Sweeney in 11 S\veeiley Among the: Nighti~gales," . and 
nsweeney Erect" represents the bestial nature of man. ,. 
Eliot's message is·a warning that man is retrogressing 
. 
. 
to his: priiili ti v,e:: state·; whe_n he hadJ no moral principles; 
and followed. no rule£_. Sweeney, who is~ tt·apenecked," re·-
.. 
-----
s:e.mbles an orang-outang rising; from the. she·e.ts:; and he 
claws: at ~~ei pillow slip. .Part of the: e1)igr.aph to 
"Sweeney E:rec.t.•• is "Look·,· l.ook, . wenehestt ! Sweeney, who. 
is the victim of; a plot involving two pros:ti tutes: is, a 
man or·· the.j underworldl implicated: in a murder plot that 
.parallels: Clytemnestra's; murder of:· Agamemnon: (37-40). 
. Eliot•~a; modern man commi ta, the_; sins of drunkenness 
and debauchery in Sweeney J\gonia.t.es.;. C"onsequently, his. 
worldi is shabby, and.J the prognosis: of man in such a state:: 
· is u·Lif~:ist death,n· (101), boredom, terror of .. the::un-
known, and a sterile- exii;t,ence;. Eliot suggests a pos-
sible.: escape to a. ne.w life:, tha.t is·., a vvi thdrawal from 
the eiviliz ..e.d world;. Thie·.: involves _betng a miss.ionary . 
. on a cannibal islandJ., without ·everyday inventions such 
as:· telephone2s, · motorcars, gramophone.1t, and catchtng trains • 
. Such notions_:: reflect an image: of' primitive ·society re-
miniscent of' the. Garden of Eden, a call of back-to-nature. 
for a satisfying:, existence: 
SWEENEY: ?here ';Et no telenhones:, 
.L. 
There• S' no gramophones·/ 
·" There's: no motor.·· cars: 
No two-sf;aters, no ~.ix-sea ters, 
··-.-·· .·:f .; ..•. _ - .··. •,...; t. _:.: ..... 
.. - ~ . 
' ' 
..... • •.. •·4•, ,; ··:-··· 
No C-i troen, no. Rolls~Royce.~ •. , . c •• ,·, ·- _ ,, ._ •. 
. ,. ·Nothing to eat but ··the:: f~j_t as·;· .-· · ·.~ 
· .. cc-=fc-. _ -. . . , 
-·- '."\'!.. - . 
'+····:·-. · .. , •. ' 
it grOWS·'e 
Nothing to ·see but the palmtrees one way_ 
And) the trees the other way, _ . 
Nothing to hear but the sound·of'the-
aurff~ (II. 21-29) 
. 
,~-
' ,. 
,., ... -,~ 
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r But~ man rej.ects a better life, riot because he· is content 
with his: degenerat& state, but because he 'is too indif-
ferent to change. Thi et non-acoept·ance.! of the return to a 
.simple life prevents-: man from having leisure for thought 
and. spiri'1tua1 growth. 
The them~·· of -1ust ia demonstrated -in "Dans le Res-
. taurant," the waiter gives·. a diner a detailed· account o:fJ' 
liis) first e·exual experience- at the· age .of seven, but the: 
diner, finding his story revolting, offers him ten.cents 
to 1 take a. bath... The w~ter. i:n the bath acts a.s _a purifying 
agent. Phlebas, the Phoeniciru;i sailor, is purified by 
. 
waj;er am he: is drowning-, in niDans le Restaurant" and in 
The W.aste L~di:. The. idea is •the drowned and resurrected 
god1'1 of many mythologies, and· also baptism. Eliot finds 
another solution to man's immoral state~-death by drowning 
... 
followed, by re·surrection or rebirth. .This parallels.: the . 
. . 
ideal solution in S
1
ween'?~ Agonistee: of ·wi th~rawing from the 
( 
' 
civilized: world through spiritual rebirth. 
The themes of fornication and lust continue in "'Tha:: 
Fire.: Sermon" of The \¥.aste Land~.:~. -~h.e. typist and t"h& smal,l-
house!"'9agent' s clerk introduce::: another· rung of soc·iety--
the lower middle-class,· while the: lower-cJ..ass. is r&pre,_-.· 
sented by Lil who has been faithful to Albert during his:· 
sojourn overseas~.. Their· concept .of love."· is not spiritual 
but rather the: fulfillment of· lust. The. soulless.·. try sex 
as an anodyne, an esc.ape:>from boreijom, and it becomes: a 
- . 
meaningless: exerois~e in the magnificent setting of Bella-
donna.• fr bedroom and t·o the women in the London pub. Al-
though Belladonna'~ room is a pe~fe~t nest for seduction, 
"l. 
.. - • • ~ < - •< • • .- ·-•.-P •• • ••• ..... • • •. o• ,,•.:.._. .. ':. • •'• • ·- 0 •• • 
-· •'- , ••• •., _, __ 0 <0 •• l::.._ .• .-..• .:.;~,,:·, ••••- --· 6 ~ "• 
with"- ·its} s_:trange p~rfumes:., 'incense and dim c~dle.a: giving 
. -
her the air of a Dido or C.leopatra· burning-with desire, 
&he and her lover have an unsatisfactory rendezvous. Sex 
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is· for se:g:' s sake, a steril&.~ act comparable to the- rape:: 
of Philomel, whose story' is depie:ted in a picture above. · 
the mantel: 
' Above the· antique:, mantel was ·displayed·~ 
As though a window gave_:. upon, the syl "U'all scene·. 
The change of Phil om.el, by the barbarous., king 
So rudely forced. (II. 9_7-100)' -· · · 
The_ typis~t and the clerk who, like Belladonna andJ 
her mate_~ have a ren~zvous:., derive. no. satisfaction from· 
I 
theiJr- encounter. The. clerl{ arrives, ttassaul ts) at onc.e"; 
but she is bored, tired and indifferent: 
She.: t~nS'. and lookm: a moment in the glass:, 
H·a?'dly aware of her departed lover; 
Her brain allows one half-formed thought to 
pass.: 
,,,.Well now that' S: done: and I'm glad it's:· 
over.'· (III. 249-52) 
Then she turns·on the gramophone, and the automatic ac-
tlon resembles the act she has just completed. 
The morals:; of the married women:···-in the pub have de-
. teriorated to the sam~ extent as those of the single wo-
men. They tell Lil when a soldier. comes home after ttHe~• a 
been in the army four years, he wants· a good time,/ And 
' 
if YOU don It gi V8 it. him, there t S Others Will H ( !!·. 148-
,: -
1~ :, 
49). Mr Rugenides, the merchant, makes advances- to th&. ; 
narrator, inviting him to lunch and to the Me:tropole.: for 
a weekend (III. 209-24). This indicates that homosexuality 
... ·-· ·-· ... . . --· .... ·':- -··· ... ·-······ . ····-····•'·•·-·· ·-··· ...... ,,. ..... .. - ·-· .. 
-· ..... .. :•·. ""j"". - ·- ---- -- ·-----·-····-·-, ....... -,:. •• _ .. ,,;."".:...,,. .•..• -::.::.1o.- -- . - -····· 
)\ 
Mr:· Eugenides, th-e Smyrna merchant 
Unshaven, With a pocket full of currants 
C. i. fr. London:- documents at sight, 
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Asked me in demotic French 
To Illncheon at the Cannon Street Hotel 
Followed· by a weekend a.t the. Me .. tro-
pole. (III. 209-14) 
:·•· 
In my opinion~ love and lust. in the lives of such 
. · people may be s11rnmarized~. in the following definition: 
-I.Gve~ -is tl1e.: aes_i;hetic of sex; lust is 
,the science. Love i#lpli~J~l a def'erring 
of the satisfaction of the desire; it 
implies even a certain asc·etic·ism and. 
a -ritual. Lust dri vea. forward ur-
gently and: scientifically to tha im-
m~diata extirpation of the desire .• 
Our· contemporary waste land! is in a 
large.: part the:. result :of"· our· s.cienti-
fic; atti tudgc,--of our complete secu-
·1arization. . 
This is. exactly the point Eliot makee ·1n -his-. desoxiption 
of love; and:. lust in the waste_ land of the: modern world. 
Young pe:ople who frequent the river are caught in 
the whirl of lust. The river bank is.: their rendezvous. 
where they leave behind nik-handkerchiefs, c.igarette, 
butts;, aardboard. boxes, the- testimony of summer nights. 
But ·the song of the Thames-da11:ghters s11rnmarize.s the whole 
moral and social problem of sexual violation. They hava 
been raped:., and eaeh tells3 her pitiful story. The; first., 
one recalls3:: 
Richmond. and Kew. 
Undid;_ me.· By Richmond ·I raised my knees; 
Supine on the floor of -.a narrow canoe. 
... " ' 
----~--~~'- "-~----·~,-~,--~ • .:'"'·-~ ...... .-.-..-,. ••OMO--~-;.. .. -~---,-~J.r.....1-;~•••• .1,··:. .............. ,t,.. 1_ • ..,. __ ., ............. ,, ,,__...,,.~,- ........... ,, -~----.-r;••, ........ . 
The second:· .. girl says_: 
..... 
l.Q···.·, Q' 
' ' ·' ~ 
...... ..... 
. 
''. ·-~ -~ .......... ~.l . 
· .. :'!"· -·, 
;..,· 
' ~ feet are at l'tfoorgate., and my h·eart · 
Under my feet. · After the a.vent 
He wept. . . . 
'•, -
The: thi'rd: .. en.de the tale with: 
On Margate Sands ..• 
I can connect 
No thing with no thing·. 
·~. 
The broken fingernails-- of dirty hands:. (III .• 293-30l.) 
· The divergence, of the groups involved in immoral be-
havior--young people ·such as the Thames daughters, the: ty-
pist and the clerk, m.iddle-aged~men namely, Prufrock, 
upper-class ladies, and lower-class women, universalizes 
Eliot's picture of depravi~y in the .. tw.entieth century. He 
describes~ indulgence· in premarital s-ex, illicit love, 
·~, adUl tery and homosex:u.ali ty. In this group of poems:, Eliot 
und~rlinea~ some: of the aspects: of the twentieth century: 
vic:e.~, drunkenness, breakdown in relatib.nships, alienation, 
change, and license. Man is retrogre_ssing to his pri:rni-
.. 
tive, bestial nature: and civilization is crumbling. E·,liot 
juxtaposes: two· world~., the moral and the degenerate; but 
man clearly prefers the sensual to the.:: spiritual.-. Either 
a new life:: or purgat·ion is necessary· in the fol:'m of:· 1ea~ 
ving the present. ci-riliza_tion and recreating a new f.o:mn· 
fashioned after the style of Paradise where reigned sim-
plicity, contentment, love, and faith. But man is indif-
ferent to his state and refuses to accept the solution of: 
rebirth. 
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CHAPTER I-I 
'. THE STATE OF RELIGION 
Eliot s.atirizeEt the state~ of the twenti~'th · c.entury 
. ' church in the following poems: naerontion," •11 The Hippo-
potamus, n- "The Hollow Men, 11 The Waste Land:., ''"Choruses_ 
from The Rock," and 0 Mr Eliot's Sunday Morning Service:." 
The situation Eliot outlines. is as follow.a: Ci v.ilization 
is becoming corrupt, beeause.- man di-sregards the promise 
of salvation through Christ; the physical church is.being 
neglected;,and those who attend are paying only lip ser-
vice.~ to religion; indifference:. to religion results: in loss 
of faith; and man has become.: skeptical about Christ and' 
his pro1nises. In "·Gerontion•• man awaits a miracle-_: to re-
susoi tate his faith. He: cannot accept abstract concepts~'. 
bu1t mus:t have· something concrete on ·which to lean. There-
fore:i the word and.its interpretation prove:: inadequate and 
he craves1 sign.a., ~uch as_:, miracles, as proof of Chris.t' s· 
existence. The omnipresent, omniscient image of Christ 
needs to be re-established. Man's atti·tude is summarized 
in the following lines: 
Signs. are~) taken for wonders·. \fe·:: would 
. . ' se.e a sign. . 
The word within a vvordi., unable,. to speak a word, 
SwaddQedJ. with darkneset. (16-19) 
Laok·of faith causes spiritual paralysis: in "The Hol-
. ' . 
low Men... Sin· has taken posseseion of the soul, rendering · .. . 
it . inCapabie .. of -turn:Lng t~ ·Goa, of. ~;er k~~;i.~g Whi~h~~;aY' . . .... ······ ._. . 
-to turn. Becausf!; the -people in ";The Hollow Men" live;, in · 
a. state .of indifference~, emptiness-,, and·, s.piri tual impotence.~, 
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they resemble e:ffigies stuffed with straw·: 
''"·•,-•••rn••••••f 
We are the hollow men 
ti: .-;. . 
W.e.:: are the, s.tuff ed men: 
Leaning together 
'Headpiece filled wij;h straw. (I. 1-4). 
They are soulless, spiritless, lifeles-s:. men, incapabl~.- of 
. . 
thought and feeling, in a· ·state of "'Paralysed force, gas;.. 
·ture. vii thout motion" ( 12). 
less: 
Men's voices are dried and their prayers are meaning-
\ 
Our dried voices, when 
We whisper together •, ' 
Are quiet- and meaningless·. . 
As v1indi in dry gras~:. ( I • 5-8) 
Men acknowledge themselves not as lost, violent souls~, ··but .. 
as. "paralysedl' men, that is, devoid of will power. _ They 
are alone:,, afraid, frustrateq, and their only. h9pe lies in 
the church. Pra_yers become;. a dry, meaningless whisper, 
and frustration and petrification are shown in their 
failure to complete prayers and actions: 
(a)Betw,een the idea 
And the:: reality 
Between the .motion 
And the act 
Falls: the Shadow. 
For · Thin·e _ 
:.:~·., ,. 
·" 
i.s: the Kihgdom. (V. 5-10) 
_ __ . ____ ,,._,,.;.:. __ . __ ,_: .... 4~------·· ~·-c·· ....... .(_t;-J_Betwee.n the -des.ir~--- . ·----~-----··-·--··"-''··'·'·-- .. ---~--'-·'"~ ...... . . . . • ·- •. . • ' .. ~·.. , •. ~ .... ' • '. ,;., ... - ,J .. 
. ,.. :, And the. s-nasm 
.J.: 
Between the potency . . . ~ 
And the existence 
. ·:. Be.tween-,,the. essBnoe 
:"· 
•• 'l.. 
.. 
··! . ~-
. ' 
.. ,, , 
And the descent 
Falls the ·shadow 
. ,rl, 
For Thine is the Kingd~m. 
For Thine is1 
Life is1-
For· Thine is th.e:. (V. 17-27) 
' 
Th.e totally ·aisillusionedi reject religion:_ as the· 
....... _. ',:,- ,, ' 
answer to their problems1 and: subs-titute su,ersti tious 
practices- and material gods as -in n·Gerontion, 11 The.· Waste. 
,;,,. 
Land and Sweeneoc Agonistes. In "Gerontion••· l\t'I:r- Sil vero 
rejee.~ts the Lord's·- Supper for the. worsla±p o~· po:r-e:ela:iiim 
f_rom Limoges.; H'.akagawa"s god is painting; }:fadame .. de.: Torn-
quist is) a· medium ··and· worsl1ipper 0£ the devi-1:.-
Mr'' s·11 v/ero 
Wilth care;ssing hands;, at Limoges 
Who w:alb:d!. all night:. in the., next r-oom; 
By.:· Hakagawa, b.:owing· amone5: the ·,Ti ti ans;; 
:ay-. Madame: de .. :Eornquis:t, in the dark room 
Shi:flting the candles·. ( 22-27) 
In the same~ .way Doris,, Sweeney 'ts girl ~riencl., sub-
ati tutes_ for rel:tgious: f~i th di vinatiorr by cards. Doris~ 
~ 
and .Dusty readt the cards to d·etermine the immediate futmrle: 
of their domestie affairs. The prognosis: is both favorable 
·a.nd<:unfavorable: a visi·t from a man, a gift, news o~ ab-
sent friends, separation of friends and death, fQr 
example: 
. .. r .... · . 
. : . __ .,. 
. . • -··-.--,-.,., -_-_ ·-•., _ .. , ·--·· •·-· .. , , , - - ' -·--· ., - , , • - .. _,_ • .. , , - .... ,._ - ,.. - - - ·- -:··-··· ..••. -· •.•. ,_ ,,,. .•. , "'· ·- : ·- .,, .. -<- .r, ---~-"=" ·------non._ •. .,,,.,.••-:=...:__······~?\ ___ ,,.,_,.,:·,. .. ·-·· - -,_,«--·'*\·-·•- ,_, ,...t._,··0 .: ,.  .,,, ·• ,.,. .. -• ···------·.--"---.-=~"'"""°' -,, .;;;";..;.. ;i:",;,..;.;.;_~-~-: "'"' ---""""\ --"' , 
Q 
DORIS: Now I'\mi going to cut the c:ards~ 
for to-night. d 
. -,Qh --guess wh.at the first is 
DUSTYr: First is_. What is.? 
DORIS: The ·K·ing: of Clubs~_ 
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DUSTY,.: 
DORIS: 
DUSTY: 
DORIS: 
,, 
That' s Pa•i-ra 
It might· be Sweeney 
We:11 anyway it's. very queer. 
He.re•1~t the f,our of diamondat, 
what's .that mean? 
,(., 
DUSTY [reading] : A small s-um. of· money~, 
or a -present 
Of w.earing apparel, or· 
a party. 
That•re, queer too. (64-76): 
......... t1{.i-t ...... 21>''"'•:Y"".. -- ·-· •.... • .... -•·- ~ - .•••... " .• ·-- ""-·- ·- ......... , -~- --- • .,. .. • -- _.,- - • • .- "'• .............. -· 
Ila.de.me~; Sosos:tria, famous-: cla.irv.oyante- in 11"The · Burial oft' 
the De.ad, n· in The Waste'. Landi, ttis3 known to be. the. wisest 
woman in Europe.,, / \Yi.th a wicked pack of cardsu ( 44-45) • 
She· reads Tarot.: a:ards to f o·retell the future. 
Some people:. turn to ho;roscopesj palmistr~ and re~ding-
tea leaveer,.. The fortunetellers_; are concrete. ~d visible, 
while Christ is- Rart of an ab1t:1trac·t concept people.: cannot 
understand. Instead of nraying to the invisible. and in-
comprehensible:, people~; grasp the real and conceivable;. 
Eliot's message: about such practices is. seen in his ironie 
treatment of Mada.me Sosos:tris:: who cannot find a spec~~i ___ --·-------------,--·-.---------· __ :,.,- -··.- •• ··•·-·--·-.•,·,•··--,-.-·,c-a'"""'""~''""'..:'.,_:.:,,~,.-··;,::.__ ...... _~ .. ..,,.--,,--.,,,•-·•--•••··•-·-•-·•" •"• ••••• ---- ··-· -·· .-. -·-· ·-·-· . . . .. --········ ···-- -·-···-·--·~· ---- .. -- - . -·-· ----··· ..... --···· "" ______ .... ---- .. -········-- -----s<··---···-···---····· -·-···-·---------····--.- ·- - "•""'" .. , -· '. 
-· ' -
'· .,. 
' 
1 ' 
.... eard:, the Hanged Man. This:_. gi vest the lia: to );l.er omni a--
cience .. , anq. her warning aga,inst death by drowning pro~e 
her a charlatan; water, which is usually· a life-giving 
element, is needed by the_people: of the waste land. Be-
aides:, death ie: in Ohristia.n terms_ a way towards resur-
rection and a new lifle (I. 42-59). 
In "The Hippopotamus•• the church is described. as: a 
' firm institution lasting: throughout the ages,: indestruc~ 
tible and incomparable •. The Latin epigraph derives: from 
" 
. _... S"t. I.gnatiuS3 to the Trallians, ·and the translation.· ist as _______ , ;·~_,..,,_~_v,_.,_.,.c ..... . ... ·- -- ··- •• _,/, •.. ",,....-;;""'>.-.-~"!.'"-:"""'-~~~:";..~:-,;~ _,_,...,._-.,,. - . • . ; .... •' ----•·• _,--..-.-,,• .. ,, ..• _,.,.._,..,~--· .. -- .. ·-·· ........ - "'·~-.-,..,., .. ~...,,.-" • • -·_·.::r•··-"•"-'-•- . -~.....-,r,.,~.,.,...,..,_,....,.... . ......,., .. ...,, •• r..<-.•--~-•--~~~·,·-"..,_.,....., .... .,,_-'.---·· .- --~-~-·····•·-·-··- .. , .. ., . ., •-••-··~--,•~. ,,,.,_' - .•·-••-< .,--.--,,-•._, -~~,-,..., .. ~--.....- ··- .. ,.,.---"•f' -· - •·• -···""'-··· . ,.__, 
., ..-JSl;:i, 
. 
' . 
1 . ·• ....... , follows: 
~; 
,, . 
............ 
In like manner, let all reverenc& the 
Jleacona~ as Jre.su1i: Christ=, and the Bishop 
as1 the Father, and the:;; Presbyters:· aa: 
~?4,. 
" 
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the council of God, and' the assem-
blyi of' the Apos:tles::. Without these 
there is no churoh. Cone:.e.rning all 
\Vhicb. I am persuaded that ye think 
after tne s·ame~ manner. 7 
..,...•' 
Eliot is· emphasiz·ing· the ineiti tutional claure.h which. laas 
stood firm throughout the ages. 
•Gerontion'' attestsi to the strength of· the: insti tu-
tional ahurch, its~ ability to stand; firm in the: fac .. e off 
trial, tlae need for praising God, and God's; saving grace'. 
to man through the comrnnnion.:. It states th.at the ohurcJa 
' 
c.onsists.~ of Presbyters, Deac .. ons .. , and Bish.ops. who should. 
be respected,, because.: men of God are dec.xea.sing· in impor-
tance_ in the modern vvorld. Similarly in ~.Chorus.es: from 
The Roek" the people: say:: "Le.t the nears retire. Men do 
not need. t}a,e c,huroh. • • • n· ( 23) • 
SundJay is no longer a day of wc>-rship. In Genesis .. I:E. 
2-3, after the six days=·· of creation, the seventh day i:s 
set: aparl, for wo1tsh±_p,.. tt And on1 the. seventh day God ended 
· kis:. wo:rr.k which> lte hadJ made;; a11ti lta res·te:d on1 tlie s:e-weni;k· 
day from all his vvork which lae had made.. And God bless:ed: 
the s:eventh day, and. sanctified it: because that in it 
.. ,, .. 
he had rested from all· his·~ work which. God1 created and 
made. "1 According· t_o Eliot, this law is being ignored and. 
man is subs"ti tuting bis own s.ecular la.wa--- .... e:eonomic laws." 
In the.: modern worlcifi. the s:ev:enth day serves as a day of· 
enjoyment, entertainment, a ohange1 of a-c:ene after the 
week's~: grind at the:· office or in the :flaetory. Attending·· 
church services on.Sundays is going out of fashion in 
f~avor of picnics. and tours,. 
Th.e Rook" that express the 
)WWW ---
the fallowing: 
J) 
' .~ 
~h.e line:a in •'Choruses; from 
h.allowing of Sundays, are 
. , ..... , 
.:·:· ... ..,, 
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\'le; toil for six days, c,n the seventh ,ve 
must motor--
To Hind.head, or Maidenhead. 
If the weather is foul we stay a.t home 
and·: read the papers, _ . 
In industrial ·aistricts;, th·ere· I was· told· 
.. Of economic· laws. 
~ . In th~ pleasant countryside, there it 
s:eemed 
That the country now is only £~t for 
• • picnics~. 
And the Church does not seem to be wanted 
In country or in suburbs?; and in the town 
Only for important weddings. (I. 29-39) 
··,r:.;··· 
The church in this poem becomes a metaphor for the-
family and the_ church' a decay is . the2; breakdown in family 
rel a tionshi ns_· • 
.I. 
The .. church is a. comm.unity or a family; · 
the individual family··at home· represents a microcosm of:· 
this community. Disintegration of the family ·produces 
lack of interest in the w.ell-being of each 1nember which 
encourages.~· lack of interest in one's nei·ghbor and society. 
The disintegration of the family is expressed meta-
.. - ., 
.--.· 
... -_.·.-.. ~~ ... -----phoriaally; -every -son :-has- his.,--mo-to-r·aycle:; and- rides away- - - - --- - -----
I •• 
with someone's. d·aughter on the pillion. they dash rest-
lessly t.o and ·fro in motorcars: and settle nowhere (II .. 
69-75). 
":The Ilippopotamus-",. and •·Ge~rontion"· des~i be spiritual 
impotence.:, indifference~: to worship) and meaningles-:sness in 
the performance~: of the church•s ri tualE?; so does:, "The: Hol-
.. 
lows Men. H The meaninglessness.: 01:r emptiness~ generated by 
the feeling of futility-in prayer is expressed in: 
Alas! 
. -Our dried voices, when 
W.e. whisper- t.ogether ····· 
Are quiet and meaningless. (I-. 4-7) 
~ 
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:and in: .l!, 
For Thine i S5 · 
· Life is 
For Thine is the. (V. 25~27) 
. · Eliot saye· in· tt·The Hippopotamus•. that "the True ChurQ_h 
:can never fail ·./ For 1·,t is based upon a rock 11 · ( 7-8) • · The .. 
. . . 
church flourishes beoau.se ttGod works in a .m.ysterious. v1ay"' 
· ( 23) ,. and it does not thri1te .. by materialism; churchgoers. 
vvo1 .. ship because tl1ey are one with God. The church is· never 
q_uieiseent because people are .always .. , praising God. De:spi te-
enemies::: and movements-, the church stands f~rm... While: re-
pentant ·man is saved and is assured of f orgi venass and1 a· 
blessed life after death, the church must endure perse-
cution· and blasphemy as long as it exists among men. These 
ideas are indicated in 
Blood:; of the Lamb shall wash him clean 
And him shall heavenly arms enfold, 
____ Among the_ saint_s he shall be. seen 
Perf ()r1ning on a harp of gold. 
He shall be washed as white as snow, 
By all the·martyr'd virgins·kist, 
\Vhile:: the True Church remains below 
Wrapt in the old miasmal mi st. ( 29-:36) 
.. - ,· ,_. 
- -- -· -
· "'Mr Eliot' s···Sunday Morning Service" feature;s .. men who 
attend. to tha: material side of the c!hurch; they are ";-the.: 
sapient sutlers~ of th.e Lord~ (2). The emphasis is changing _ 
from the._ Word, the original interpretation of C¥istiani ty, 
to materialistic concerns.. The:; offering: cnllected I is pa-
rBJ.lel to the_: purchasing of pardons: 
___  
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The sable·; presbyters ... approach 
· The avenue of penitence;; 
· The~: young are red and pustular . · 
· · Clutching; piaculati ve:: pence.· (17-20} . 
,, i\~ 
There are two types~. of- Christian, the devout who remain in 
the background, and the ostentatious. The latter are the, 
' ' 
ones) who indulge in vulgar materialism • 
. The theme of The Rock is a message from the church of 
the past to the. church of_- the.:- present capturing the idea 
,, ~ . . 
~f the "Commu.n~on of Saints:." This is expz;-es_sedr.in the.: 
poem, u:ohoruse.s from The Rock," in the_; following words: 
Thus; your fathers were made 
Fellow ci tiz·ens of the saints·, of the household: of God,-being built 
upon the foillldetion 
O:fl-. apostle.s~-. and prophets::, Ghrist Je::sus.: 
Himself the; 
chief corner-stone. (II. 1-5:) 
_ The poem-- satirizes those who have substituted alternative. 
gods for the one God,-anddescribes-the irreligious state 
of the early tvventie-th c:entury, E.'liot's "'ruined house." 
People.: are not near to God and are not living a true; or 
spiritual life. They are developing in other directions--. 
intellec:tually, scientifically and industrially, but the:: 
spiritual lif:ei is negl~cted (I. 13-18.). ProgressJ in th6t 
age is one-sided. It is actually the same idea that Allen 
rate:; ( who like Eliot was a member of the:; Sou~hern -Renais-
sance.) moots in his essay, '':Remarks·. on .. Southern Religions." 
Man is worshipping the machine, and s.cience demands belief· 
only in the aspects of life:~ :t;hat are concrete, ma.terial,- - ----------~----·-
visible, and proveable.8 Eliot describes the idea oft 
-2a_; 
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Chrie.tian non-worship; -
,. 
( 1) I jou:vneye.d: to London, to tlte timekept City, .· 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • There I was told:: · we haw·e; too· many churches:,,, 
And too· ~·ew chop-houses. (I·. 19-22) 
( 2) -Upon: visiting the industrial dis:triats, the narra- -
tor is) told: of· e:conoroia~ laws: ins,tead: of Christ's: 
laws andJ commandments~. (I. 32-34) ~ 
. 
· ··( 3) And_ the Church doee· not s;eem to be:· wanted -~ 
In c.ountry or in sub.urns.; and in tll.e town · 
Ortly fbr 1·mp·ortant weddings. (I. 36~38) 
. ' 
The: twentiet-11. een11U.ry ia an age~. :forgetful o:ff" th.e: per-
petual s)truggle: of Good and. EV'il which persis,ts: d:espi_te 
all other cllangea. in the world. The church aan resolve 
the struggle, but pe·ople neglact -the:ir ''"shrine.a_: and chur-
a,hes-." In these times;, men deride good. deeds, of< th.e pas:t 
Christians, the old mysteries. about religion,·and the le.s~ 
' sone. of~ the Saints a.n.d · martyrs: h.ave been e.xplained away 
by intellectualEi: ttma.at has., 1:teen d'one of.' good.,, you findi -
explanation / To satisfy the rational and -enlightened 
mind•• ( r ... 68-6:9) • 
The imnortance of th.e Wor·d is:: stressed in ••c.n.oruses .... 
~rom The Rock." Man is.: ignorant of· th.a:: Word, which is the: 
me.ans; by \Vh.ich the Christian :fr.ai th. is spread. It is· an 
age of e.:xperiment, discovEpry, movement, and ac.tion. Niti:w 
knowledge is. giving: man a fAlse sense of power and s:e1~:-
reli.anea, and-. there is· no more:: d.1ependienott on the Worcl f:or· I 
guidan0;0 •. Sine£:. the Vlord] is the source_·: of Truth, man is, 
in _fae?t, be .. coming more~. ignorant: 
. ' 
. 
. Ehdless_: invention, endless -experiment, .. 
Brings: knowl~dge of motion, but not' of stillness; ··-
,:,9, ·, 
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Knowledge of speeclt, but not otr silenae ..;; 
Knowledge. of words, and ignoranc~e · of the 
Word .• (I. 7-10.). · . .. -_ 
The.:: 11Workmen"' who assist in· building the church ap-
• 
. 
-·· f 
. p,ar.::.--.to prosper while the "Unemployed" are disc:ontented·. 
The f_ormer are provided·. with J:?.8W, strong-, bui.lding ma-_ 
. terial, and proc:eed joyfully to complete_ their assign-
, ment and reap th~ir reward:· a tilled field and. ·abu:rldant 
-~· 
-~ wheat. ne. la.tte.r who are. d:espond·ent about~ th.e.ir future 
.. 
. 
"Mi ver in unlit rooms.~," and they it.ave. untille·.d fields-: .• _ 
Their pleasures· are curtailed-, and th.ere is· a food. 
-~ t ~ .:ra.or -aga: 
In tltis land 
i'h.ere. sltall be one cigarette to two men, 
To two wom0n one kalf'pinrt of bitter 
a.la. ( 102-10.tlJ . ) _.. 
·.s 
Th.e. •unemp-loyed" are tho-sie who ••are born to idleness, to 
ffri ttered lives-: and squalid> d:ea ths~• (II. 8-9) • These are 
traitors.I to the: firm Ckris·tian tradition found:ed by the 
saints, _apostles, propllets, and Jes~us Christ, th.e: ohie~· 
eornerstone'.. 
But their house::, th.e physical church, laas been ruined' 
b 
by modern man, who h.as lost: interest in the maintenance· o:f 
tlte ch.urch buildings, and financial contributions. are in-
sufficient. Tlaose-. who would build and restore "turn out 
tlte p$].ms o:ff· / their ltands1, or look in vain towards.. 
foreign lands for alms:" (II. l.Q,-.l.2:i) _. 
.. ' Modern man's attitude~: to the~ cl1.urch is} neglectful ·im ___ --~--··--~---
times o·f prosperity; ·but in ti~es:: ot·· adversity man decries 
. ·. 
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the church. Man is forgetful of his debt to .God!. for his.-: 
intellect, tJ ingenuity' Hhands-, ti tt•lips.·, u tthearts;, n HLaw, It 
and free will. Instead of using his talents to praise. G.od 
and obey the Word, he turns from worship, and is giv~n to_ 
distrust. Ha is, gu.il ty of unconsidered· action and of f-q.-
tile speculation. Th~ reason is he neither reads the 
Word of· Goa nor ettends3 church services t.o hear it· (III. 
2-17). 
Eliot is: disturbed by the lack of interest. in the.· 
church an.d by man' st absence of faith in the power of prayer 
and in God. The s.preadi of corruption ier c.aused by the.: dts~ 
regard of the WorcL, the commandments, and the church'·s; 
teachings~·. The: importanoe~~ of faith in either a person, a,n:_ 
ins~ti tutionJ or a s:et~ of principle:s:; is as a guide:_ to a . 
fruitful life;.. Tt> Eliot, a man without faith in 1Ctod lacks 
spiritual insights and is petrified by distress and the:; 
destruction around him. He c·an see no vision of a better 
world. Having nothing to lean on and nowhere: to turn he~ 
i~ reduced to extreme: fear·· an-d insecurity. 
Disregardi for the church results= in disrespect for 
its officers·. This is expre·ss-edi in a comment in 1930 
about the atti tud&: of the public.: to men of religion: 
At:· one_· time·, not inconc:ei vably long: 
ago the ordinary layman, or even the 
extraordinary one who took up the:mys-
teries as.: a gentlemanly pursuit, had. 
an impressive~:. respect: ftor the_: prof es-.- . 
sional man of· rel.igiom, who for some.; 
reason not clear to 1930 had authority 
to sp_eak of the:: Higher Tl1ings. W.e) 
have none;_ of that respec~~ now. 9 
.. The foillo~g. information is evidence that church is;-·--
sues were of pararnormt importancr0; to Elii_ot who was ae~ively 
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~. involved: in them. Eliot d·eplored the state~: of the ~rpiri-
·, . ,l~~wT~::;;~~:: ... ~:~ • 
· tual church because. cathedrals i_n England re-echoed in 
their emptines·s. Another disturbing feature· was the lack . 
o:fl:' communication between the ministers.: and the· youth in _ 
~ the congregation. _He_:· £el t-: the ministers; lacked an U1p--to-
'" date approach and:_ v1ere~ unaware of· probl;ems, afflicting the= 
young.· Those; raised in_ homes ,vhere.: G·od1 was: dis.approved 
of wera: better off' because~: outright nenunciation is pre-
ferable:: to indifference.. Eliot• s·: conc~ern was fbr l\ngli- · 
. 
... . . 
. . . c~an households de:voi,cf of any true religious:, fe:eling; he .. ~ asserted that the best Anglicans were, former Protestants, 
- since they realized, what they had been missing. lO 
Eliot opposed the destruction of some London'c1ty 
churches in the summer of 1926. The money s,aved on'. these 
was aarmarked fb::r. di V1ers-ion1 into better-attended churches. 
/ 
. Eliot asked Bonamy JTobr.ee to 'write.: a broadshee1t for da..s--
tribution in the city, in an attempt to win the sympathy 
of the) citizens:. and5. s:ave: the churches.. Eliot thought that 
the church was the.· mon1.1ment of a . e±wilization, and; if the 
physic_a-J.. church was destroyed, the spiritual c.hurch would 
decay. It was no~ money that made the church prosperous. 
Besides., if the Church of England was disestablished, i ta~ '· 
' 
j 
• 
more serious members would: embrace; the Roman- Catholic: 
faith. Others wouldJ either fall ·into nonconformity 011 
worship their individual gods .• · In an effort to save~ the 
, /. 
churches), Eliot· and Dobree", chanting hymns- at intervals, 
ledl a prote.st procession through 'the .. city. The cause 
was. won and the churches.. s~aved:. 11 . 
On a visit to a university, Eliot. spoka: in thei11. tts~o-
aalled Chapel" that wa·s buil 1t. for all denominations::. _ If&.· · --
.~:+ 
sai.d such 11·buildings•• · d:1d not s~:erve any religion anal ought 
not to be constructe.d. They. created an ersatz atmosphere., !'/·,·:;.''' !1·,,.,,, f"' 
(I 
.... 
·, 
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.-, 
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and: s:erved only as· a, social c~enter. Further he ac·eepted 
the .. principle of a defini ta denomination along the trad.i-
. 
• 
• 
. I 
.•. tional patt.e.rr1 as. the ---only--ni.eanet __ -o~- -e-ffe·ctive · and meaning-.:----
f_Ul worship. · This is explained in lines~ from "Little~ _G'id-
r···:;,.-;~ ·Mp.g,., "~~n·y.ou,; are here; to kneel / Where prayer · has been va-
lidl~ (I. 19-20) • Worship cannot be~ s~eparated from a s:ense 
of place, and a religious place:: is one that · retains its 
aura, and fqrever remains invested with its holy atmos-
. ' 
phere.. Thia. he:.- maintains:: is. poss1bla onlyr in the e_s_;tab-
lishedJ church or o:.a thedral. . Here one finds a sense of"'· re-
ligious) continuity, beoaus-e:;~ of tradition with v1hich it has 
' 12 becioma: ass:ociat.ed. ov.er countless years·. 
It is clear fromi the above evidence:: in Dobr(e·;• s-, let--
ter and. Levy•:a memoir tha~ Eliot. took a keen interest in · 
church affairs= at that time::.. S.everal of the idea53 in the 
examples:. parallel those. in Eliot• s.- poems:. In "Choruses~ 
from The Rook, 11 the conc~ern f~or chti.rch buildings:: reaalls 
Eliot''s: saving of the London churches in 1926. The let-
ters e.xpres_s: the importance of ·the church to the community 
arnd family; Eto dJo the: u,choruses. 11;· The idea of the:: church 
as: an everlasting institution is' expanded: in "G·erontion, •• 
and= 11 The.~ Hippopotamua,." 
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CHAPTER III . ··~ .. 
" DOOM AND DESTRUCTION: A SOLUTION 
Social disintegration and dislocation of man in so-
eiety are · the two· main, themes· in the selected poems_: of 
T. s. fil.iot. They reflect the disorder, desolation, and I • 
·· postwar confusion __ in the: __ corrupt.. c;i ty of London. A .break- -........ ~ -~ •••• -·:-,.-:···-· ., :··""·· ••••••• ": -:--· • '-· ... - ---········. -·. • • .I •• ·-·· •• • ... - ---- • •• ••• ......... • 
• 
,',.; 
down is evident, and' it is s-ymbolize~d by lack of comm.uni- . 
cation between people who are bored and who have lost 
their moral and religious:: values. This situation is char-
acteri·stic of any postwar era when disillusion, uncer-
tainty, pessimism, and aimlessness abound. Eliot des-. 
. 
cribes.·. the. problems: of an ailing society; the ef:fect of· 
L 
the. ills: on the.: environment as _a forni of punishment for 
man' a transgres.sions; and the solution to the_: physi·cal a.nd 
spiritual ills of society. !fe deals with the effect of 
the ills on the. environment in The Waste Land and tt:The 
Hollow M·en, n· and the implication of the ills.; as· punish-
ment for transgressions·. Re includes examples from the:: 
past. to make his cas.e~. for repentance- sound. 
The b8.I'ren land is·: a metaphor for the~. s.terile lif·e. of 
those- who lack the ability to define their pr·oblem or cope 
• . ,1, 
with it. Sueih people are like Sweeney Ago.nistes enduring· 
a living-death, an apathetic: existence--as the epigraph t.o 
The \V:aste Land: indicate:s; it tells the- s~tory of the~· CU-
maean Sybil hanging in a jar between heaven and earth, 
longing for death ( p. 37):-. This situation is exactly the; 
' 
nightmare; life-in-death which is Eliot' S:: theme. Man is:: so 
apathe·tic that he .. resents~ being aroused fr·om his stata ox:· 
living-death •. 
The waste:: land is~ the.; re.gion of the dead de.str~yed ·. 
·,. 
,;.· 
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by sin; but .sin is widespread, and it. is amazing to count 
. 
. the huge. crowd of ••·the dead" filing· over London Brid:ge~. 
N~b., miserable, and lacking a· sense of direction, ttthe. . 
. 
.dead" walk past the ... church unaware~· that salvat·ion lies 
,· 
. 
there.. In .. The Hollow Men" the living-death state is ex-
t·ended: :from ~he people~: to the.: landscape:, the arid. wE;Jste 
of cactus, prickly pea:r:, and: atones... . ·To express this state. 
Eliot uses imagest of death· and7 desolation~ ttrat~·· S: feet 
·over broken glass: / In our· dry eellar, "1 (I. 9-10) , and: the 
0
·hollow.. valley / Thie: broken jaw of our lost kingdoms•· ( rv·. 4-5-=) • ~ 
The barren.: scene is:. a ·punishment similar to the. Old_ 
Testament plagues: of sores, locusts·, and frogS3 that visited 
the Egyptians.. On this oc.casion it is a plague:: of drought., 
and: the people; are haunted: by the_'.: imaginary soundL of the 
,fl 
water•fct drip-drop: 
. ·:i~. 
H-ere~ is no water but only· rock 
· Rock and no water and the:: sancy road 
The: road, \Vinding· above:; among the mountains] Which ar& mountains of rock without water 
If there were vvater we: should\ stop and drink 
Among.st·. the.: rock one cannot stop or think 
Sw-e:at ist dry and feet al!'e in the sand: 
If there.: \Vere only water amongst, the: roek 
Dead mountain mouth of carious teeth 
that c..annot spit 
Here one can neither stand nor lie; nor sit 
. . . . . . . ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . But red sullen faces .. sneer and snarl 
From doors] of mudcracked. housel. ( V. 331-45) 
. soundt of ~ter over a rock . / 
Where· the hermi t-·thrush sings; in the pine; 
tree.s 
.. 3. ~tl; . 
... ~ • 
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Drip drop drip dJrop dr. o~ drop __ dro:p 
. But there= is no water,~ ( V. 356-59 J 
' The aterili ty of the.: lab.di will end with the c.oming of rain, . 
bringing rebirth and new life. However, there: is:· only 
thunder which is but the;promise of rain (V. 374-400). 
The s·tates. of apathy and breakdown, specifically in 
.human relationshipsi, are reflected in The Waste Land· in 
...... the aonfrontation of Belladonnf;, ••the~ lady of· situations .. ," 
and her lover, who i·,s unc_ommu.ni ca ti ve:, without emotion, 
. and detached,, while~- $he .. nags.:: "Why db you never SJ>e.ak" 
(II. 112). "Do-·/ You know· nothing? Do you see": nothing? 
D.o you remember / Nothini1• (II. 121-23). ..Are:: you ·alive:, 
or not? Is: there: nothing: in your head11 ? (II. 126). 
In '':The- Hollow. Men" the problem of the detached, un-. 
crommunicati ve Sitate: is a "'Paralys.ed f:oroe., gest-q.re. without 
motion" (I •. 12). In The Waste. La.nd; man in his apathy is 
further punished by exclusion: .. from Christ•·s:: presence:; he 
cannot- aee the Hang~d Man, or Christ, or 11'-the hooded 
figure. •t Christ is~ the.: one who nis· always another walking 
besidJe; you:/ Gliding wrapt in a brown mantle, hooded" (V. 
363-64). Centuries:~ ago another generation caused Chris~ 
to be~; "hangedtt o:tr erucif'iedJ, and the modern generation is:: 
repeating the action. The_~ crucifix:L.on theme. underlies· the 
following lines: 
. ~-
.; ' 
Af.ter the agony in stony places 
The shouting and .· the crying 
Prison and pal~ce and reverberation 
. Of· thunder of spring over dist·ant~ mountains 
He who was} living- is_·. now dead. (V.. 324-2·8) 
t',f···-
. "{\ l' 
The sta·te= of man and the twentieth century giive E1io1t 
:the·. motivation. to write about i tJ. Eliot~: pl·ays. tha r.ole o·:f 
• 
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twentieth century prophet_, preac~ing, doom to a lof?-:t genera-
tion for which there. is: no hope.-:, in The ~Y..~st~ Land::, and in 
"'The Hollow rten." Acc·.ording t·o V •. s·~ Pri-tchett, Eliot.- . 
played the role; of a judge 'ushering us to our seats in 13 · · 
· 
· hell-.- 11 · Eliot.-. is::. putti;ng himetelf· in the role~ of the: c·on-
, 
science of his age. uttering,· in The. lNaste Land·, "The; Jiollow 
rP!Ie.n, n· 1t-Ge~ontion, n s·wee13;eoc·· Agon~stes, ttThe Love Song of· J. 
Alfred Prufrock," and " 1Portrai it of a Lady, 11 what ffugh Ros.s. 
Williamson:, an Anglican priest, calls 'a cry :flrom the~ wil-
derness, a eall to repentanae.• 14 
In tt·Gerontion" the protagonist fears the coming o~' 
' 
Chris:-t, _ the tiger, in the u juvescenc.e of the year" since 
he will. come in the role of s·courge , showing his di vine.: 
,, ... _,,, ' 
' 
wrath.. Fear comes. to the \vaste-landers -in April which 
brings memories. of the denial of Christ and the cruci-
fixion, when to ignorant witnesses Christ seemed! tobe des-
troyed. God will inflict, punishment if man •·s:. indiffer·ence 
continues·-, in the same.: way as he, treated past peoples such 
as the r·sraeli tes. 
Having revolted against::· God: they had a prophet-, 
" 
. j / Ezekiel, appointed~ t.o live_; a.TD.ong them, to warn the o-bsrti-
nate. and restore. God'sr word. Ezekiel 2.1 s:tates.: ••And. he: 
' <r1 
a.aid: unto me, Son of man, stand. upon thy feet: ~d-. I'· will 
-
speak unto thee."' Eliot. no doubt. ·borrowed:. this idea and_ 
e.stablished} hims:01:r· as.: a. prophet, exl1orting:· modern man tq 
. 
' 
remember ·°Christ_. in t'ime:s. of terror and. dJ.esolation. An-
other lesson from the past is the plight· of the Jews: dee-
cribed in Paalm 137 .• 1. They are held in captivity a11d. ../ 
their cry is. ffiBy the rivers_; of Babylon, there we sat down, 
_yea, we wept, when we remembered Zion.• Eliot bewaila: 
· the twentie.rth century in the cry:· •By the waters:. of Le-
·-· man I sat down and wept. • • • " (III. 181) • --
-
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The themes~· of Christ as scourge and the prophecy of 
doom for _man recall Ezekiel 6. 3-4: "Behold_, I, even I,· 
will bring a sword, upon you, and I will destroy your high 
places.· And- your al tars shall be desolate., and your · 
images- shall be broken; .• '*' A similar fate~ of complete des-,_ 
' 
truction await.a:. the heathen and:- the agnostic, v1ho refuse 
.to capitulate· to Ohri,stiani ty ... before_: their death, as in 
the: ~ase of De Hailhache, Mrs Camm.el, and Fresca. They 
are t1whirled /. B_eyond the circuit of the shuddering Bear / 
In fractured atomstt ( 67-69). Death will· come to Geron-
tion, a former s .. eaman, who will be driven by the Trade .. 
winda into a •·sleepy corner" {71-73). In the words of 
the hollow men, 11·This is the w.ay the world ends / Not 
' 
with a bang but a whimp:ertt (V. 30-31). 
The suffering of the personae in •Gerontion" and ";The 
Hollow Men" recalls: the prophecy- that on judgment day, 
there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth of those·: who 
are deaf to· the_ call to repentaJnce. Death, doom, or an-
nihilation is a theme in tt·The Fire Sermon" where death is.-
symbolized as the cold!.. blast of the wind· andl the rattling, 
abandoned bonea of the dead, the feti~ decay and slimy 
rats: 
' 
1;, '- •.. 
But at my back in a cold_ blast I hear 
The rattle of the bones, and chuckle: 
spreadi from ear to ear. 
A rat crept softly through the vegetation 
Dragging its slimy belly on the bank, ( 185:~8:8) 
White; bodies nake'd on the I low: damp ground; And bones cast in a: littla low dry garret, R~ttled: by the rat's. foot-only, year to year. (III. 19~3--95) . .. · 
..... ,,,,., ... 
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' Eliot continue.s his prophecy of the fate of a sinful . 
community i1;1 "Choruses; from The Rock." ?-1Ian ha .. s always: ~uf-
~ered the cons·equerices .. of his evil actions, "For sloth, 
for. avarice, gl~ttony, neglect of the Word of God,/ For 
. pride.:, for lechery, treachery, for every act of sin" (II. 
44-46). "In fact: both good and evil have been justly re-
warded: 
...... ··-·· 4 
-·-. ··-·· 
. . . .... 
• -··-· ·: -.- . ', •, ... .'---i,. _:..;:.;.: .• - --····· -- • 
For good and ill deeds belong to man alone, 
when he stands 
alone on the o:ther side~: of death, 
But here. upon earth you· have the reward! 
of the good and ill that· 
was done .. by those: who have gone before · 
yow. (II. 48-51) .;~J 
These lines imply that man •·s state in the modern v1orld, 
,, his frustration, tension, dislocation, strife, famine, 
floods, and wars~. are the result of his sin. 
But_ there is some hope·for mail through the better 
side,of his nature; he has the opportunity of ameliora-
ting· his state: through exercise of his free will to start 
' 
. 
a Jiew, better life. m;tyle.,. Noting this, Eliot prescribes:, 
a means of averting doom and damnation both in mystic 
terms.1 .and 'in Christian terms. The voice: of the god:, Praj-
, , 
pati, u~ters in the s·ound. of' thunder these.: c:ommru;ids.~-
Datta, D§l:lil.Yata, paladhv~, or give, control, sympathize. 
The commandel represent· three: virtues.--, giving, self-~: · ---
. restraint, and compassion! which are- the ·keys· to li:f:e.; •. 
Eu.t the people; of The \Vaste LandJ have; not been abla 
-to reply··, ••·1 ha-we: given, I have controlled, and I have.: 
sympathized;. 11 Men ffhow no sympathy -~- t·.oward1s. one another 
and lock themselve:s:, in a prison of self; victims of sel-
, 
fishness andi pride;, they neglec:i the concerns~- of others,. 
---- .~ .. 
. 
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The third command, control, involves· o·bedienoe to reason. 
rather than to the emotions •. Obedience.to the three com-
mands is the mea.ris; to red-emption, because it involves the. 
exercise of love and disci-oline. What man needs. is s.ome-..... . 
one .. to pronounce~ the benediction, Shantih shantih shan;... 
----' ·.• ' ~·--tih; which is the Sanskrit version of the.: Christian bles-
sing, the Peace> that passes understanding. 
But 6hristian benediction mus-:t be sou~t through re-
ligion and participation1 in the rituals-. of the church. 
tt·Ash-Wednesdaytt contains Eliot's:. viewpoint of the: stage~r· 
a Christian must pass:. through on the "'vvay to purgation. 
' 
' Ash Wednesday, which marks~ the beginning of Lent, is~ a 
day of contrition, fasting, and. self-denial. Psalm 32. 
3-4, a s·cripture.: reading assigned for ash Wednesday, des~ 
cri bes the fate of the.~ man who refuses1 t·o oon:re.ss his s:in 
to God in prayer: '*When I kept si:leme·,t my bone:s waxed old 
through my roaring, all the::· day long. For d·ay and night 
. thy· hand was· heavy upon: me:- my moisture·- is turned int.o the 
drought of' summer •. " There is the~- warning in Psalm 32·, 9.F- · 
10.i: '"Bg; y..e~ not as} the horsa, or as the mule, ,vhich have; 
no understanding: whose mouth must:: be held!· in with bit 
a.lid' bridlei, les1t: the_y c:ome; near unto thee. Many sorrows. 
shall be to the wicked:· but he that .. trusted in the Lord., 
mercy shall compass. him about-: •. " Eliot therefore: makes his 
theory about: reward B.'nd punishment valid by using Biblical 
proof·. 
n Ash....;Wednesdaytt and Four Quartets: describe the stages·. 
a m~· .. may follow to achieve _union with God:.· Th&: first 
s.tage. is self~e.xa.mination and self-exploration; man con-
fesses that he has los·_t all hope:: and am.bi tion a:nd at the= 
nad~r of despa:iJr·, he; can turn nei theF· to the world nor to 
God:.. In the~ proce-ss.: of self:~ex§.Illination man sees. that he. 
41 
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has, two c:ourses open to him--the secular world and the. re-
~-···'""" 
ligioue world. The s.econd stage is one:: of quiescenc.e o:xr. 
meditation describedt in. these line·s: 
' ' 
,,-_,.Because, ':I do not hope .. to _turn' again .... _ ··----· ~- ·-: 
:Be.o:ause I do not hope_; 
Beaause I do not hqpe; to .turn 
Des:iring, this man 'js:: gift ·anct. that man's· 
,/' 
sioope: 
, I no longer stri ,t,e to s:tri "We towards 
suah things·. , 
(Why should, the agedt eagle st~, i ta · )\ ... ··•
wings;? (I. 1-8:) ~ ~ .. ~-~-~,.,A __ ~---~~"--··~ · .·. 
' ' -.... ' ./- ...... / ' 
. ~· --~ 
Thia, quiescent etate. is a stage on the way to achieving· 
' 
uni,on. with the divine, advocated by S-t J10.hn. of the Cross, 
when the soul becomes detached, finding pleasure; in no-
thing, and waits:, for the Lord•s guidance·;~ this is. the time 
for prayer, confession, penitence:, and purgation. 
Purgation of man's sin begins in ":Ash-Wednesday" after 
the leoparda, eat the organs of lust--the heart, the liver, 
i~ 
. 
the legs., and a section of the brain. Purgation is an acit. 
of grace: owing to the'. intercession of: the Lady who incar...;. 
nates the love. of the; Virgin.. The" separation of the bones 
and the consumption of the: organa; prevent furth-er oppor-
tunities for sinning, and man forgets his pasi:. miadee!ds. 
Cle.ansed man, surrendering·· his pride, offers .. love "-T·o the 
posterity of the desert. and the:: f:rui t of the gourd," as a 
sacrificial ac;t--an act of love; that saves· the unconsumed .. 
parts of the body. (II. 13-18). Therefora: G'od1- fulfila the 
,. 
promis.e that he v1ill turn a11vay :Brom his anger, if man aban-
dons:. his wicked ways. Then "God s.aw the._ir v1orks., that · 
' 
they turned from their evil way; and~_ G.od; repented· of the 
-
avd.1, that he had said that he would db imto them: and he 
·· ·-- .............. ,<,-·:~_; ______ .. ___ didJ.it---not"; (JJonah 3.1(1;). The-;bones are glati11t-0 b&. 
'4~ 
.... ;., ............ ····:· .. ,c, 
' , 
. .. 
.. ~ 
' 
separated., bec.ause they sinned when they were.~ together, and 
their separation represents the dying of a former.self, a 
spiri~aJ. dissolution. 
The idea of the bones in the desert comes from Eze-
i 
ki.el' s v.ision; of the' regeneration of Israel, that is. re-· . 
~ 
. 
' 
corded in Ezekiel 37. l-11: The spirit of the Lord takes:. 
E:z-ekiel in the midst of a valley full of scattered bones. 
-
. Upon seeing the bones, God~ commands him to prophesy to 
them and urge them to listen to his Word. But therbones, 
symbol of man in the world, are against the Word: and oan-
not be heard:, for E'liot. observes: 
Where ehall the word be foundl, where will 
the word_ 
Resound? Not here, there: is not enough 
silence 
Not on the sea or on the islands, no·t 
On the mainland·., in the desert or the 
· rain land. (V. 11-14) 
Thus the·. world, separates us from the Word, and only 
sp.iri tual rebirth by way of the di vine will bring it close 
to the Word. The decision mus"t be to leave the world. with 
its materialism and! sensuous pleasures. ' Having accepted 
prayer as one of the:: means to rejoin Christ, man regains.-
,. 
his·· will, courage and strength, and the .ple~a is::. •surf·er· me 
not to be separate~/ And let my c.ry come unto Thee" (VI. 
35-3.6). Eliot shovvs in •Ash-W.ednesdayt• tha-v by praye_r, 
graa.e, and;. freedlom from sin, it is possible~ for- man to 
le ..ave H-el.l in ~·he Waste Land and ascend·,. to Purgatory in 
..... --- ---
Dantean terms. 
Regener~tion, purgation, and spiritual rebirth in 
~he Waste Land de-pend on Christ, who,.acting like a s.ur-...... -
g.eon, au.res; the disease of the: -µnheal thy soul. Secondly, 
-~ 
,.,,.--,•' 
:· ..... 
.. ·-,._ 
'2/. 
rebirth depend:s on the church and its teachings, which re--
mindi man of his sinful state, the consequence of Adam's 
fall. If we live accordin·g to the Word·-, we will be . assured 
·. of spiritual guidance and strength which will predispose 
us to repentance;, faith ?nd good works. Christ will ful-
fil.-.hi s promise of redemption·; his redeefiling fire:·.,- which. 
·. Eliot calls ttfever" and •painless purgatorial fires, 11 will 
ehange} harmful desire into love_,. Eliot makes this point-
in •tEast Coker1t (IV. 1-25) .. 
'· 
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· CifAPTER· IV 
HOD-AND FAMILY 
-- ·- ----·- --·--·-·-----~ ------ - . Elio~-' m~ pJ.ays, The F~~!ly Reuni,on, The Cocktail Par.~Y, _ -----,---'-~~-'"~-"- ___ -~·,"··-
The Confidential Clerk_, and The Elder Statesman, de.al with 
,, 
the following contemporary topics: broken family relation~ 
ships, lack of understanding, the need; :fo11· love.:., unsatis-
factory marital Ullions,· the modern-generation, insecurity·, 
and adultery. There is· a. whole range. of topi-cs: covered 
in The: Family Reunion. Unsatisfaatory parent-child: rela-
tionships_; sibling.- disunicb.t;Ii, adultery, attempted homi.eide, 
dislocation, and fear. Yt,ung·_ people; are· characteriz·ed asJ 
lonelyr, frustrated, and in need of help and guidance;~ Tha 
modern generation is distinguished:_ by its gay li:ffe; s;tyle:.; 
. ' 
Iv.y, Charl&s-1, and Gerald are discussing young people who 
are noted for c.ocktail drinking and cigarette.Er. _ Theu lack 
atamina and a sense.: of responei bili ty. But. Geraltt, who 
holds a more; poei ti ve} view, finds.: the younger generation 
far fr·om dle.eadent~,; snme: are: ":firs:t-ocr.ass. shots"--better 
than those of his generation: 
CHARLES: 
.. 
The modern young people don't care 
what the.y' re: eating; 
Thay 11ve los:t their itens:e.· of taste 
and; smell 
Be::c·ause of their a:ocktails and 
eigare.ttes. 
' -· 
rr.r.·:-
CHARLES: 
The~ younger generation 
Are undoub.tedly deeadent. · 
I) 
The· younger generation 
Are n@t what we were. ·HaVven't the 
' stamina, 
- ,,. 
. t 
Haven 11t the sense of: respo::ns.ibili ty. 
A1L 
&lf11{1J 
f,'· 
D 
• 
., 
••• ~ ....... ,, •• - :--:· 1- ·- ·--- -·-· - .---- --- •.• , .. 
• I 
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GERALD;: 
~~ou•·re~: b·eing very· hard. on the _younger 
generation. 
• • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • 
But I must say I' v-e met some_: very 
decent specimens ~ 
And some.·. firat-class shota---1 5--
.., .. 
- --· .. ·-- .. -... ;..... ,. - ·--.-~ --~ - ··- - ,.'., •"--' ___ ._ .· 
: Ii.. -- • - - - ' - - - ,-·• .• I - ' • - ... ~, • • • • 
- Mary is· a typical young -woman who is "lost" because 
- she cannot find her place in· society. She doesn't eeem to 
fit in anywhere; she doesn't •1belong to any generation'' 
(p. 227). Her greatest regret is losing·· the opportunity 
of trying for a fellowship., Mary, who is: the victim of· 
unhappiness-., depress:ion, and pessimism, lives a monotonous 
' 
life_. She tells Harry: •.• ! 
jf •• · 
MARY: 
Yes, nothing:: changees.:: here,. 
. And· we jus.t go on • • • drying· up, I 
suppose:, 
N-b t noticing: the change • ( p. 2:4 7) 
Mary feels the generation gap and she has always disijp-
provep., of older people: whose: stupiditj',:·-sn.e_: takes tror· 
granted; they are:·· diffiaul t to bear. C-onfessing:' to fee-
lings of hopelessness, ehe describes l1er past life aa; 
death: tt1:·t takes so many years / To learn that one is 
deadtt ! (pp. 129 ... :30.). 
' In The Cocktail Party, Celia Ooplestone ifr, separated 
from her family, living apart because off'her superior in-· 
tellectual and artiatic level. In her own words: "!my 
family want me to come: do,m and atay with them / But I 
jua:rt can't" face i t 11 (po 360) • She is> desperate_ and_ in .. a 
.perturbed · state- of'' min.di. Liffe_;: appears:· to b::e: a delusion:;. 
me.r boy frientm., Peter Quilpe~ i~ los:-t mod!ern man 
ll"n_ 
c+r-f'· 
. , 
, :~·. ',;..-,. 
.. ,. ·, 
... 
., 
·, 
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:: -·~ 
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searching for his., place in society, for tranquility·, ea-
tiafa~tion, and· self-fulfillment. After trying t~ _. be a 
,1 novelist ~d _an artist, he finds his goai in the film 
world. This is a safe channel for his· frustrated affec-
, 
tions for Celia. -Peter's friendship ~th Celia has brought 
him contentment and security and he. says: 
I was e.o happy when we were:: together-- · 
So •• ~ contented, so ••• at peace: 
r- can' t express: it; 
I had never imagined such quiet 
happinees, ( p •. 315~) , .. ~ 
and lat·er speaks of 
. those moments in which we aeemed 
to e.hare , eiome; perception, 
. · Some :fteeling:, some indefinable experience.: 
In wh±oh we v,ere both unaware: of· 
oursel vee. ( p. 3-15·:) 
But they have; lost interest in ea(?h othe:; and he feels:he 
has. loet touch with reality. 
Luaasta in The Confidential Olerk is a:rtother lost 
soul without a sense of direction; she repeatedly loses 
.. 
jobs_-·. a.nd ie always in debt. She is insecure and says: 
I hardly feel that I·•m even a person: 
lfothing but a bit of living matter· 
Floating-on the1gurfac~ of the Regent's Canal. ·_. · ·. 
The Cocktail Party and The- ;Famill Reuni_o:m. deal with 
problems in marital affairs---inoOffl-:Pati:bili ty, · separation, 
l 
and: adultery. In The Cocktail f.~ry, Edward and· Lavinia -_-
ChamberJ:ayne~· have~ s~eparated •. Lavinia who is having a love; ~~- __ ---~---· 
->e·•·,: 
/• 
'. . 
·~···~·· 
A·;Q 
~ 
.... 
• 
• 
,.'.:, 
' 
·_1.- . 
· affair with a young man, has abandoned her liome, leaving ; 
Edward free to get a, divorce (pp. 318-19). Edward whose: 
ext1ramari tal affair is with Celia, defines hie marriage . 
as "t~is. unwilling partnership (which] can only flourish / 
··In submission to the rule of the stronger partne·rn {p. 326:). 
/"""~~ In The Family: Reunion, Harry Monchensey and hi~ wife 
/ are incompatible; his· mother, Amy, disapproves of her be- . 
cause Lord: Monchensey and Jtmy have had an unsuccaasful and i ~ . -
unhappy life together, and this has led to a s_eparation {pp. 265-66_). The husband planned to murder hie wife: and 
unborn s:on because of his paramour and sister-in-law, 
Agatha.. Thie· illicit love affair led to the dissolution 
, of 'the friendship between the· sisters, Amy andi Agatha. 
The problem of parent-child relationship occurs· ini 
The ?~mi,ll Re11nion and in The Elder Statesman. In The~: Fami-
,!l Reunion Harry loathes his_· matriarchal upbringing; his 
mother is.· a dominating figure;: who even wants to choose a 
~ 
eui table; wife for him. He is'.. forced to leave home to live 
abroad:. The relationship between Michael and his father, 
Lord,~ Claverton-Ferry, is unsatisfactory. 1he problem is a 
lack of mutual understanding that approaches hostility. 
They end their inharmonious existence by living separate 
lives. The situation·~ ie made more-; poignant by the son's 
· departure abroad as the father approaches the end of his 
life.. Michael blames his father for a v,asted life, failure 
to adjust to a job, and unh.appiness~ He feels he has been 
treated. with indifference; by a man who put his P'!Iblic role: 
before his-home life: 
. ' MICHAEL 
I could have l?ve4 Fa~her, if he'd wanf,d love, But he nev.er did, Monie.a., not from me. 
·-
., 
J· 
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The need for lova and understanding in a. society where: · 
people have:. become indifferent to one ,another, even to 
. ' 
' 
. ' 
close relatives, is demonstrated in .The Elder s·tatesman. 
' . 
. 
Lord Claverton-Ferry experi:encee loneliness i-n bis.. public~ 
\';,_(" .{ 
life. He i~ a wealthy, elder statesman who., having served 
the comm.unity faithfully, fears that he will be c:ast aeide:. 
Hi.ef. etatement concerns the lot of a man who, after giving· 
devoted service_:, is forgotten! He describes: the attitude 
. 
of the public and close aesociates to the retired man: , 
LORD C·LAVERTON: 
The e.stabliehed liturgy 
Of the Preset on any conspicuous retiremen~ .• 
l\tY obituary, if I had died in harness:, 
Would have· occupie·d a c·olumn and a half 
· With an ins.:et, ~ portrait ta.ken twenty 
years ago. 
In five years' time, it will be:: the half of 
·that; 
In ten yearB' time, a,paragraph. (p. 26) 
Some may be delighted if the retired man has occupied 
a coveted position; others:~ may ba grieved. At all eventej 
his se~vic:Er will eoon be forgotten. This is one instan.ce., 
of the.: indiff.erence.) of the modern world. ~he old man's: in-
,, 
eeouri ~Y ia deepened by the disintegration of his faml.ly. 
Lordi Claverton-Ferry needs: his daughter's· love.: as· a crutch 
because .. his real problem is loneliness. He ist afraid to 
be left alone with his thoughts, therefore he · craves o,ther 
people' et company. In addition, };le is always occupied with 
anxieties: from which he is longing to escape ( pp. 49-50_.). 
Lord Claverton~Ferry.who is man searching for wel~-being 
and peace, saya: . }. 
.some dise:atisfaction 
- -· - ·--· -r· - -•r. --~--- •. • .!.,-· ---- "'- .... _ .. .:.... ,•,..., - -
· With myself, I euepect, very deep within lll3'eelf 
,0} 
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·Has impelled me all my life to find justification , 
Not eo much to the w.orldl---first of all 
to myself. (p. 54)· 
Gomez .and Mrs= Carghill in· The Elder Statesman have 
'• ,• -. 
the same problem. Gomez_- who·· ·1··~ ·a ··1onely, dissatisfied man,-·-··,-· --.·-------, .. ~~-., .. 
separated from relatives, friends, and country, needs a 
friend to give him reality (pp •. · 36-37) • Despi ta weal th 
and ~uccees, he remains: unfulfilled. N'J.rs Carghill has been, 
for.cad· out of the &.pot_ligh:~_ by age. She yearns fc€,. l.OY~? 
and understanding and a :friendly ear to listen to her 
problems. 
In the playe:=., Eliot is unde·rlining certain general 
problems that exist in the twentieth ·ventury world. It is.. 
the hum.an condition,· the futility· of life, the "lostness" 
of man, his alienation from himself and his .. fellow man. 
There are problems in the home such ae dissension a.fuong 
members:. of a family, which produae~ unhappy, insecure, -
peopl9 without a s-.enee of direction.it Condi tionet that life 
imposes must be accepted. It is impossible to escape 
problems; meeting· them· squarely,. is: iihe;1 way to freedom 
. ( p • 11.£) •. 
l 
The_:: Confidential Clerk features., .people who lik:e those 
D "Gerontiontt sul:>ati tute other gods for religion.. Colbyr 
thinket that religion mi·ght be a aolutiom to hie prob·lems.: 
If r· .. were religious:., G·odl would walk in 
my:' . garden 
And that wouldi make. the world. outside it 
real 
And · accsptabl•, I thi~. ( p. 65~1) 
' 
. - ·-- -- . -,. ------,-, .. -- --
§.ir Qlaud€t' s; pottery gi v:ea~ _him a feeli:q..g. 0ff·· eecuri ty, 
" 
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because: it ie: something· with which he can identify·. Ha· 
e.ays.: I· 
But when I. am alone, and look at one. thing long enough, 
I sometimes hav,e that senee of idientifiea-tion 
· With the maker of which-- I spoke--an 
agonieing e.c.stas:y 
Which makes· lifL&.; b&arable. It 11 fl all I' have~-• 
. I suppose; it; takes the. plao.:e~ of' religion: Jus.t as my wife_:9 s, inve.fitigations 
In-ta what :·-she} callsi the: life of· th• spirit De a. ki:ttd of' sub.mti tute f:o:rr ~eJ..:fgion.~ (p· ... 50.:) 
.·-: 
Lady l\~ulharnmer;'s inve,stigationfi, into the; life) of: the e.piri t 
are_; a subs:ti ~ute, for religion. KV interests includ·,e mind 
a.nd thought c:on.trol, and·. the importan.c·e: of·· color f·or a;piri-
tual lif·:e.;; tts.he~ hlievee. aha; has:, what shet calls ':guidance'" 
. 
' (p., 13). 
In: T'he Cocktail Party, Eliot describes two ways; f'or-
mmi to sol v.e:: the problems: of fruejtration, b:.ewilderment, at1d 
1 
unhappineatt: withdrawal from: the world 0r ad-jus_tingr to the 
hum.an. aondi tion. The fH:>rmer is for the:~ unknoffll, requiring· 
faith and.I patience.. It is·. a life:, of sacrifice and after 
me.di tatio11, 0n• reettlutely,· dle"WOtes:, oneself te s_oma: .worth-
while; e.auee~-: 
[Ii}, jj.15: unkno~ a.md so requires~ fa.i th--The kind~ of faith that. ·is5ues· from despair.. The:; destination cannot be; described; You will know ~ery little until you get 
t]o.ere; 
~ow will journey b.lindl.. But -the way leads.: towardsi poss~esaion. 
Of whair you have sought :ror· in. -the 
w:eongf; place. (pp. 364-65) 
The:: other way mam.1 can take ... te cur~ himself 0f· ... craving ··· 
.1.1 
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eome.thing·· he cannot find~ is: reconc.iiliation to the human 
aondi tion_. It invol vee following· the c·omroon daily routine 
but with a new atti t·ude of acceptance, tolerance, and~ con.-
, 
tentment. People~: must - · 
-
. T! 
IVIa±Drt.ain·. themselves. by the~: commom--routine.,. 
Learn to avoidJ e.xe:essive. expectation, 
Become. tolerant of· themselves and others, 
G·iving and. taking, in the ·usual aations: 
What: there: is'. to give: and take. They 
do not repine; 
Are contented with the morning that separates And. with the evening· that brings together For c.asual talk before_ the· fire 
fwo people:. who know they do not 
· understand each other, 
Breeding children whom they do not 
underetand 
And who will neV:er. UD.d.ere·tand them. (pp. 363-64) 
In the playet that f'ello,ved Murder in. the Oathedtral 
Eliot d:e::termined to take the theme of contemporary life: 
· th h ""'- f h.. t · 1 · · · h · 1d· ia; wi c · arae.~oers.·1 o . is own · ime · 1 ving in 1e 01m. wor ;. 
It appears that the .. poeme:. and plays, are still linked by 
the essential theme---the s:tate. of.·· tlJentiemh century society. 
The poemet. desc.ribe~ petrified· and dislocated man, moral d.e-
.... -
generacy and.: a s.ecular worldl; the. plays: desc.ri be: glimpses: 
" of contemporary family life·; diesatiaf.aetion with the~ 
~ 
. W:Orld; the search for personal fulfillment; and broadly 
s.peaking man 1'm.:. relation with ma:m •. 
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1 5:'T. S. El:iJot, The Fam:il;I Reunion in The Complete 
_Poems: and P~a1;s 1909-19:5::0:; (N&w York·: Harcourt, · Brace;: & 
Worldt, Ine. tt 1952), pp. 226~27. 
j. 
The pagina.tiom :iin:. reference; to The Famil:y Reunion 
and The.: Cockt~il Partl follows, this edition .. 
1 61i. s. Eliot, The Confidential Clerk (Nlev, Y·ork: 
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CHAPTER V 
' 
:". 
THE MESSAGE ·ABOUT MAN 
-
----· -- • ' -- • ' -·--· -- ··- ,.---- ,-"~···•--~--·-,--...•~ -~- ... , •• I ~,. ; 
Eliot ·1s· 0 primarily interested in man and ·hi·s adjust-
. 
. 
ment to eooiety. Both man's complacent egoi5m and hie 
,Pl-" 
way of life disturb Eliet, alld hiet aim is to effect a 
change in man who mus:-t adjust himself to any se:t ... of· con-
di tionE1 whatever. Man must be} strong amd not: feel defeated, 
forging an ee.;cape. from the arid w11stee of c·ontemporary 
thought. It appears too that man 'ls.; discordant naturer 
ea.uses the environment to bcr uncongenial; society is n0t 
al together at fault for man t:e:: anomaltus: position.. 
However, Eliot is convinced that man is im.herently; 
good and that man.• f:l, excessee:
1 
come of an urgent necessity 
to keep going. It is better for him to shape am. exis-
tence.; along more. purposive:.: and p.eei tive lin~e, instead of -
giving up, declaring lif·e. futi-le, and becoming disen-
cha.mted. Lac~ing _·personal faith, man is not trying to 
solve:his own ills. 
Man.' a corruption., .. is · a state of ·exile from God, and 
he. exists: in a a:tate of Limbo, the abode of the futile. 
. 
. H•~ ie., absorbed in vanity, locked in a priaen of self, yet 
tepid in his emotion.et; he even remains·: incuriouet about 
life. Yet this state, is the essential moment in the pro-
grese:. of: the soul. ~ 
BUt this picture of the amoral side of mas. in th_e .. 
peems), gives:. way to a more.j optimietia.: viev, _ in the playrt. 
In !The eor.i.fidential Clerk, The Cocktail Party, and The 
Elder Statesman, there are· characters who illuetrate.0 th•~ 
•c, 
finer aspects. of man 1:s n.ature.:. Rep,saemti11g, love·: an.d hope; 
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in .their behavior,· they also have.: .a positive~ a,pproaoh to 
. 
life. The,'. qualities defj_ned are generos·ity, ip.vol.v~ment 
• 
in the liv.es~ of .others, and love .of ft¥llily and friends •. 
The worldi,is therefore not totally lost~,· and everyone~ is 
. I ..... - ··"•.~- ... •---~-·-· not dem~ralized, ·a.1sroo~tiid;' ···or··arrinated..·"·· , .... · .... , .. -~--.-~~-- ~- ··-· ~~--··-· 
. 
Man'"s. better nature is exeJl?.plified in The Elder 
Statesman by Monica Claverton-Ferry. She represents love, 
loyalty, and devotion,. demonstrating her love for her 
father in her dedication to his physical and emotional 
well~being. Her loyal defenee of his reputation ag$inet 
Charles::, Remington• s accusation of possessi veneea, illlis-
trates. her filial affection: 
, 
MON-IC! 
You're not to aesume that anything·· I've 
said to you 
Has given you the right to criticise: my 
father. 
In the fi:r;et place, you don 1:-t understand 
him; (p •. 17) 
•... . .... 
Her e:ffortet, t·o promote., uhderstanding between her 
·father and her brother, are indefatigable, a.nd she recom-
. 
. 
. 
mende the subs.ti tution of ,forgi veneee fob hostility. Here 
. is her definition of family love: it is. inexprese-ible ver-
1 
baliy~ but is conceived through daily actions::-
.MONICA 
But there's no vo-
aabulary · 
For love vvi thin a f::a.rr,ily, lov..e that's; 
lived in 
But not looked at, love within the 
light of which .. 
A,11 els:&: is seen, the lov:.e.· within w.µ.ich 
All other lov.;e finds speech. · 
This love· is eilent. (p. 88) : 
~-
·'-: 
:j ·-
. I 
,,, '!: 
-·--· ··-. ·- - . -
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.. 
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... .. ~ · .. ----- ---
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_
_
_
_
_
_
 ,........,., ... <--'-··-·· ----
.Lord Claverton-Ferry points to love as the.principal 
healing fora.e: of man• s existence;. and a cure· for hie "loet-
nesei,. 0 
. . If a man has one person, ju.at one in : ... · .-_ -,----~-~~·~---~---~-c--~n-~,.;-c,"-<;·-.. "·-~. -~-~---.,,,,_ ~.;...----··n1s· · 11 f e .. ; ·. · 
_, . ,., ·---- -
.~ •I 
To whom he is willing to confess 
everything--
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Then he loves that person, and hi love will save him. {p. lO~J· 
'-----'-------______,......>/ ~· 
_,,./ 
~..,... 
\ 
In ThecConfidential Clerk Eggerson stand\ for devo~ ) 
' 
~-tion to duty, loyal(J;y, respect for others:., and ~indne.Bs;. 
He is a Christian attending church,· and serving \s Vicar's 
Warden. His aim is to promote harmony among· his a·sso-
ciates in the business world. His opti~stio·= nature iet 
' 
. 
. . 
far from that of the. apatheti·c:: man in the poems::. Ent~u-
siastia. about life and other people, he contributes to~ 
\ ward their success: and happineea:. Losing hi:s only? som , 
. has neither em.bittered, ];Lim~ nor swayed him from his faith;·\ . 
. \ 
r he extends": his paternal concern to 'colby who needs sym- \ 
.. 
" \ pathy and interest. The Egger sons' marriage appears \ 
ideal, 1Jnhampered by incompatibility;, theirs:, is the siil~ \ 
\ ple, happy existence of a truly devoted couple. 
In The Cocktail Party Harcourt-R~ll~~· becomes in-
volved in the affairs: of others to try to· ameliorate the~ 
human condition. He: s:~ves the Chamberlaynes' marriage:. 
by his advice and helpel: Peter Quilpe and Celia Coplestone 
' . towarde·rehabilitation in a crumbling world. Harcourt-
R.eilly_! s .:. motto ie.: it,look,· at the.; brighter s-ide" ( p. -357}; 
· His urging Edward: Chamberlayne to face:. his problems. helps-
him come to _term!t with himself. Harcourt-lleillf·:~ thinks 
that·one should look at lifa:witn-a sense of humor, and 
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that the way to aaivation ie through di.ligent e·earching 
for love and peace. ·\ . · .. + 
Eliot's view of twentieth 'century man is not tho~ 
1 
roughly peseimistie because he describes man• s admirable 
. . 
·.-: 
·traits, or at least, his potential for virtue. Those 
~· . 
who fail to app-roac~y t~1e ideal may through· courageous ef-
fort a.d-wance along the;;.O!d>td,perfection. 
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i(y- assertion is that E'liot ha.e de~cribed in his poems-. 
and plays: the plight of ma.TI. and· the eta.ta of· eoci·ety in 
the ~w&.ntie:th c.entur.y. There:. have been changes.; the world 
. move_s:, at a faete.r pace~y and people: are losing their spiri-
tual v.,alues. Eliot's themes reflect man. attempting recon-
ciliation with a:"'-cl1anging society that permi ta the. ·develop~ 
ment of new mores, frel!h freedom, and new cul ts;.. It a.p-
.. - . -
-· ------
pears that society is· dieintegrating and taking man's 
values downhill along with it. Life as it is lived is·fu-
' tila~ and sterile., 
People of the poetwar generation cannot cope with life, 
and feEtr, generated by a crumbling society produoes two 
e:ffects:: petrification ~d ruthless living. The petrified 
are those. who lose their e,ense of direction · and will-
__ J power and seem to exist in a vacuum. Lifa has lost its 
meaning for dimillusioned people; who are afraid to change 
their situation; a worse one might develop., The reckless· 
decid:e to seize .. what time.: ie availabl.e::; and live forgetful 
of principles· and morale~. Their outlet· is through de-
pra.vi ty. aft.nee only the present: counts.,· the consequence·s 
•' 
of their actions do not interest them. 
The poems_: are· concerned with man' fr search for fulfill·-
(· 
ment against the backgroun~ of twentieth century society, 
the conditions:. of:· life.~: in the~ S_outhern United States, 
., 
,, 
Europe:, and the worldL at large!.. Eliot: 11 e3 personae: are not 
·one.: man but all men mat in one. man; it is the hurnari.-· being-
( 
', 
•. 
,. 
; I 
not the individual who oc:cupies· the poet's· attentiom. 
'" Eliot uses a, large number of illus_trati ve; oharaoters--for 
. 
. 
example, the old man, the boy, rdr Silvero, Hakagawa, 
Frasca and Mrs Ca.mmel in °·Gerontion, n· M~dame, Sos-ostris, \, i __J . • 
. 
:Selladonna, the typist and Tiresias in The. \Vaste Land, 
and Lord Claverton-Ferry in The Elder Statesman • 
. - --- -----Although; Eliot places: them in different situations, 
they represent humanity and portray the role ... of man as~, 
seeker. The search is for meaning .. and truth that lead to 
the good life:; for· example .. , Tire,sias in The \\Taste Landi 1st 
man in his: ar.ohe:typal role .. of· ques;ter searching for such 
a life. All the characters: and events·. can bs. interpreted 
as procee·.ding towards:. the:. achie:vement of· this: quest which 
may be through religion, love, economics, and poli tica .• 
The. seeker who doest not have'.; the requisite. persistence:. to 
. pursue the goal is damned. He:;: mu.st seek sa,tisfac·tory 
terms on which to live~:, ,through. religion or the common: 
routine. of daily lifia. 
I 
, Man as seeker dominates the works; h.e reviews his: . 
•.. 
e.xperience.· as if to an audience. He is defeated from time 
to time because nis , first approach is·: illogieal. :Ele: tries 
~-, the way-,···of :the:, aacErtio; but this is sometimes.·, futi;le:, be-
aaus-e:- man canri.ot live; in a world by himself. Fulfillment 
. depends om establishing: a satisfaa:tory relations~ip be~ 
tween the self and the world. But man is·. eio corrupt that 
; 
Jae is doomed. Life is futile, absurd., and sterile.-. 
People hava lost their moral values. Because: they have_; 
be.come: indifferent to their. sta.t~:;, t~ere is no hope. 
-Some .. of.the poems: are consequently a-call to repen-
tance~-a call which is 11nheard. In "Ash-Wednesday" and· 
.~ 
0 'Li ttle G'idding," Eliot .. points~: to the; religious: way as 
, • -o 
\, 
~-.. 
. ,.., 
... - .. 
'• ,_. 
.- jl\ •• 
r • •, 
- -----~ ----...--
. ,. 
t'} 
' ·-
') 
a means of achie_vihg· peace. and .as a soluti:on to despair. 
In II Ash-Wednesday" there is;. a change: from· indifference to 
. 
' 
optimism about life: through acaeptanc_e of religion. There:: 
is a period of introspection and self:...examination,. and an 
- -- . . 
. 
attempt· to find: .. a solution to despair. There are: two 
' 
. 
possible:. solutions.,. the_ world with its materialism andL .. 
. pleasures·, or God. 
It appears~ that man nee:ds ~ attitude of toleranc·e. 
which will enable:: him to a.coe.pt the problems in the world 
.~ 
.. ,. 
as: inevitable. As Eliot states in "Little Gidding•• it is 
futile.: to f.eel 
the conscious: impotence; of rage_: 
At .. hum~ f..olly~, and the lac.era ti on 
Of laughter at v1hat aeases·. to· amuse.:. (II. 82-84.) 
We must.· aoc'-3.pt .all personal and universal even ts·, with hu-
. mili ty because. they proceed from God:''s. will. . E,ven evils1 
are necessary as a form of discipline;. it. is possible: 
to profit from exposure. to evil by learni~g to. rej··ect it. 
In Sweene~ 4:€io,n~st·es escape- from the corrupt world,. is . 
the_ alternative. solution to religion... The new world is.: 
one without material values where life; res-embles existence: 
in the Garden of Eden. These two ways. to achieve peace of 
mind, the· acceptance of·· G·o-d1 and reje~tion of the'. worldl, 
l.~cJ 
unite in ••Burnt Norton, tt: in The F8J1!ily Reunion, and, in 
The Cocktail Party. 
In The~ Cocktail Barty, there~! is: a clear s~tatement 
of the:: two ways:: a man in th~ twentieth century may solve, 
his frustrations:; they are~· both .. good: and necess:ary. Man · 
,. 
... 
,may live in the world and follow' ·a daily routina, ac~epting 
-~-
_, ..... 
--1-
•' 
_____ ...__···· . -·- - .-- -
... 
. 
. 
.·, ... . .. . t ..... ---·----~- ,-:-.-·---·-~. --.-~ .. 
' 
. 
. ,,,.) ... : .
. ,', 
: .···. 
the gree·d, s~pidi ty and violen·c~ of people. This is 
·--.:, 
illustr-ated in the:_ lives of ordinary men. . The other· way, 
that is, the reli-gious way, requires fait~ and courage • 
Eliot_ aa.ya .that .it is· the way people.: choose: when they are 
in d;espair (p. 3.64); Those: ·whp selec.1t the: way of theJ 
world a.an forget. their problems in communion with other 
people •. - Choic.a, of the saint's: way me.ans rejection·of the 
world f.or~ommunion with God. 
At a.11 events, Eliot's- works are not autobiographi~ 
ca.l. His~'. treatment is. not subjective::; mis· is the atti-
tude of a man s:tanding ·aside, observing and commenting 
on·i the world., or borrowing from the d;iction of the novel, 
" 
' Eliot is in the role: of third person omniscient narra-... 
. 
tor. His topic.:: is· not original sinc·e other writers have 
made .. man and his. environment their subj.act and their in-
spira.ti.on without th& a.aousation of autobiographicRl 
oomposi tion~ 
There:: is evidenc·:e-~. in Martin E .. Browne~''S3 Tl1.e Making: 
of !• §.. Eliot• s Play:s. to show that the plays_· are not: 
autobiographical. Browne has written a· book describing· 
the stages.- in writing andl preparation for stage·:; produc-
r 
, tion of the plays·.. He says that a Rev. R. w:ebb-O(iell ·, -
provided Eliot with the_:; requirements:. for the plot. of· 
The Rock, which was performed: as a flllld-raising e~fort · 
for the churcl1e:s~ of the anglio:an diocese of London. 
The: theme of . the play, The Rock, \Vas also suggested by 
Webb-Odell, who wanted the _church of the past to bring a 
mess:age to the church of th&.: present, aapturing: th& 
tdea of the "Communion of'.' Saints:. uil9: 
After the. SU<loess.ful ·1reception of the play, The Rook 
.--- -~-, . 
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. i George B:ell approached Eli9t about writing a play for the 
I 
' C:anterbury Festival of 1935·:.. Its primary purpose .,was. 
"to bring: together those. ail o,rer the world. who were pre-·. 
•, 
- .._. II . 
. 
-~ 
. .....i;;;-:·-i ... :. 
p~red to take an acti-v.:e part in assisting 1 the Chapter to. 
preserve, the f8.bric of the ea.thedr8.1· :for posterity. 020 
This waet Murder in the- Cathedral. But the ironies in the 
play are Eliot's; own, and they are directed against ma-
... 
" 
-
terialism, debauchery, and corruption in high pla.ces; 
.. -these are proplems of tke twentieth aentury. 
.. . ... . ~-~·• 
After Eliot• s:. e:xperience· with ·· .. poetic: drama he: de-
. . 
-
termi·ned to change his .medit.¥n of expression. He thought 
that 1 an audience, was prepared to hear poe0try coming from 
' 
the moutha: of actors in costumes of a disi;ant age, and 
., - \'r • 
recited· by a chorus· which ·made i·t lik-e a poetry recital. 
If individual actors wer~ performing they should speak 
poetry dealing with contemporary -life.--radio sets.,, tele-
. . 
- 21 phones;, and motorcars, · as in 9weenez A;gonistes. 
After Murder in the Cathedral crune The·Family: Re-
. uniom, The Cocktail Party, and The Elder Statesman, plays . 
that inln.eri ted their plots; from Greek tragedies. 22 In· 
The Famill, :Reunion Harry, Lord Monchensey, in the role 
of o~restes,,. imagines he has murdered his wife_, and is, 
· :haunted· by the~ Furies~. The~. Cockt_ail Party derived i ta 
~ plot. from the Alcestis. of· Euripides. There. are two pa-
~allel&--Oe.lia CbplElS::tone.:1 si death, and the. aimilari ty 
b.etween Harcourt-Reilly and the s.tv.ange guest. Celia 
Coples·.~tone_·;•rs e.Tucifixion ne_ar an ant hill in Kinkanja, 
recalls: th.e death of Alcestis, who was cremated on a .. 
funeral pyre. Harcourt-Reilly is the unknown guest at 
the cocktail party. He. reminds one off the strange ·guest 
~· 
1· 
,i. .· 
-·.· - .... 
' 
in Ala_e_stis. ·Both. H'-a.roourt-Reilly and -the: strange --gu.e.st----~ 
. I" 
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fulfil. a similar role.;; , the former in the role of ·family 
. 
' 
" ' cormsellor repairs the Chamberlaynes• marriage, while 
the latter restore.a: Alcestis to Admetus; •. 
A psychological ori tia, Ros.a.ell Robb!Lns, s;tates: that 
-H-arcourt~Reilly.-, is ,Eliot, who takes the:, oppontuni ty to 
deli v:er condemnatory and authoritative.- assertions about 
the unwholesomeness of family life;;. 23 But F.Farcourt-
Reilly- ~ aatually repairs: the Chamberlayne:s• marriage whi~. 
is: a posi ti v.e·· ,,.argumen.t: in favor of marriage and:. family. 
Martin E. ~ovnfa; refutes Robbins} ,argument by sugges:ting 
that Eliot is merely c-ommenting on ttthe human oondi tion" 
when he desc.ri bBs~ marFiage aa 
Two people; who know th&y do;, not understand 
each other 
Bt-eeding children whom, they do not und·,er-
~~~ 
. 
And who will neven understand them. (p. 364) 
.. Eliot is not: des:cribing his ovm) miserable: marriage~ to an 
·insane~ wife;, h.e is:. aelebratin~;, lifEt in its un-idealizecfl 
g,arb. 
There. is· a.··dramat·ic line: that has been described as: 
Eliot 11.s. own personal liffe:~-11If:e.11 is:- oneself', n t:aat app'ttars 
. . t 
in a speech. ,by Rdward~ Chamberlayr.ne in The:' Cocktail Party: 
iha1t is hell? He.11 :U.s onee~elf'. 
Ffe:11 is alon&, the otlajt?l' figures:- in i -tt 
mexely proje:~ions,. fheze jjs: nothing-
to es.?cape from . 
And~ nothing.:"to escape; t.o. (p. 3,4·2>) 
Browne; reports the fbllowing,· incident wla.ich explains :IL1ts 
Y,·· '. inclusiom in the pl.,a~-. Ife aays;·· ·,: · · ... 1" ,.:···· .. , :.:··.· 
' t 
' 
"'· 
•·:·. 
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., 
i 
; 
, 
.· ............ -, 
r remembe11· VJiltidly one incident at the 
dre_ss·. 1rehearsal. . I .. was sitting in. the 
front row of·· the.: dress-=circle, and . 
Eliot- was imme.diately· behindJ me_e As 
,.Edward spoke~ the line: 11 Hell is one- . , · · 
self:·, near the endl of· his quarre.l with 
Lavinia, Eliot: le·a_ned. oiter and 
. whispered: i Contre Sartreo' The line::, 
·- · 'H~ell is oneself O and! the wl1ole story 
of·· the Chamberlaynes· is a reply to 
•·Kell is other people:·' in Sartre' a 
Huis- Clos:. 24 
• 
' ~--. 
" 
·:-· - --'---- ~- ;--·~ - -- . ..,, -, . ~- - - - --· -· 
. ;· ,r, 
Eliot•a final play, Tl?;E! Elder ~ta,tj;~~8::i\' is; d,.es:erib.edl 
by Robert; Sencourt. as the lov;e story of Eliot. a.ndi. his_: 
aecondl wife:, Valerie;:. Sen.court:. also sees Eliot •·s life in 
Lord <!laverton-Ferry''s, lile. 25 Bilt the theme, and plot com-
tinue;. Eliot·•ja dj_e_~aision1 to usi,e: Greek drama in l1is plays. 
The plot of The Eld:er Statesman is similar to the plot: _,.,. . 
of So:pkocles_~,: qe~d~iJ!U;S.-; of: Colonus •. _ B·oth plays, contain 
unhap·py fathers:, attended by faithful daughters, fa.th.er-
a-on h~tred, and fathers. who achiewe ... awareness; and recon* ·. 
. 
' 
c:~iliation· with self:-·. 
It appe.a~s that E1iot' 1s:: poems~ and: plays) are li-nked, 
· by tha e:ss:ential them·e--the state o:fr twentieth century 
._..... society. The poems de.sexib& petrified and fil.sloc·ated 
,;. 
J. 
marr~ moral degeneracy, and. a secular world;, the plays 
' desoribe:; glimpsjes of contemporary family life'.; diss.atis-, 
faction with aeif· in.t the world; the search for personal 
. fulfillment; ·the search :for aaceptanae an·ill unders:;tanding; 
and broadJly s.peakin~ man';s v.elation with man. 
To sum up: Eliot's statement about.· poetry may be;'. 
applied as well to his plays. The poet has three voices~~ 
the first talk;sr t.o -himself or to n.obody; the seoondl talks 
- ' 
to tlae audienae; and the third. is; the v~ic:e.: of "the poet 
I. 
l . 
. ..... 
. ..v..· 
.. y. 
·r'. 1. 
' , 
I I ·~ 
• 
?·· ·(·· 
attemp~ting to Qreate a persona: who does noit: say what th~.: 
poet would "in his own· person, but only what he: can say 
within the limits of one. imaginary charac.ter. ~ddressing· 
, another· imB.gi:m.a-ry character-. u 26 Thia, ics: th.erefore the· 
--·-··-·-·-J~--~=,~·--··'"'· statement which: is a reliable -gura:-e; to the 9:1lthor''s in,.. 
tention in vvri ting: his commentary on cx,ntemporary lif.e,. 
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Megan May l:{iohmond was born in Georg~town, Guyana, 
Soutp. Amerio.a, on ,ay· 1, 1932, to Malvina and Daniel 
Richmond.. Slte ~ttended Bishop __ $~.!. __ :High School th,enpro- . 
. . 
eeeded to the Government Training College for Teachers, 
., .,.k,,in Guyana. · The award of· a Class I Certificate. in 1958 
" ' 
" . 
led her to the:-' appointment as assistant teach.er et Broad 
Street ~overnm.ent School. I 
A scholarship to attend Uni vers:i ty of the West In-
dies, Jama.ic.-a, brought the. award: of· Professional Cer-
. . . 
tificate in E.ducation in 1963. Returning to Guyana 
meant promotion to tke post of Senior Mistress of Cll.arles·-
town Government Secondary School. 
I 
She entered Moravian College in 1967 and graq.uated 
in 1971 with B:~ A., .1!1f!@~ cum laude, with honors in 
English. 
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